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Abstract
My thesis presents a new rendering infrastructure for information visualization applications that use the accordion drawing navigation metaphor. Accordion drawing
techniques use rubber-sheet navigation methods, with the borders tacked down, and
provide guaranteed visibility for marked areas of interest.
Our accordion drawing algorithms are based on screen-space partitioning,
which eliminates overculling and tightly bounds overdrawing. By eliminating the
overculling effects of rendering dense regions of data, we guarantee a correct visual
representation of any dataset. Also, our pixel-based drawing infrastructure improves
the rendering performance of dense dataset regions with strict drawing constraints,
which are based on application-specific drawing requirements. The generic infrastructure provides an interface to numerically stable navigation of datasets, with full
support for multiple concurrent regions of navigation motion.
To evaluate our generic infrastructure, I benchmark our tree comparison
application with the performance of TreeJuxtaposer, a previous accordion drawing
application with identical features. I describe our tree traversal algorithms, which we
use for efficient rendering, culling, and layout of tree datasets. I also discuss tree node
marking techniques, which offer several improvements over previous range storage
and retrieval techniques, reducing memory requirements and increasing rendering
speed. Finally, I evaluate tree-specific navigation techniques from our winning entry
in the InfoVis 2003 contest, with TreeJuxtaposer supported by an incremental search
feature and an improved user interface.
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Notation
In this document I use the first person when referring to work done either entirely
or primarily by myself, and the third person when referring to collaborative work
with colleagues.
Also, this thesis uses several different typeface conventions that are used
to convey meaning, when applicable. No type-faces are combined since each type
convention may only apply to at most one special word. Each type is listed here for
convenience:
• An occurrence of a glossary entry is in Roman, upright, bold type. The
glossary will only contain a page reference to either the first use of an entry
or to a meaningful place where the entry is defined in a meaningful context,
and that occurrence will be in this type.
• The names of dataset names are in sans serif, upright, medium type. Dataset
names used for the InfoVis 2003 contest are defined in Section A . l . Similar
datasets, such as animaliaA and animaliaB, are differentiated by lowered type
from animalia, which refers to the datasets in a comparison environment.
• The specific names of dataset nodes are in Roman, italic, medium type. Nodes
may be: scientific, Latin species names, such as marmota; common, English
species names, such as marmots; or file system names, such as

iv03contest.

• The descriptive names of components of TreeJuxtaposer applications are in
typewriter, upright, medium type. The components are the menu options
and panels of TreeJuxtaposer; panels, such as Settings can be used by accessing them through the menu options, such as Tools. Other named options
within panels are also i n this type.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
My thesis presents two key contributions to the field of information visualization: a
generic infrastructure for accordion drawing as a malleable two-dimensional surface;
and new rendering techniques for tree visualization on accordion drawing surfaces.
Our generic accordion drawing infrastructure accommodates any dataset that can
be laid out and meaningfully partitioned into smaller objects on a grid structure,
such as the rectilinear, right-aligned tree shown in Figure 1.1. Applications provide the bidirectional mapping from a grid surface to objects in the dataset, and
our infrastructure supports the key operations of rendering, mouse-over picking, and
navigation, while guaranteeing the visibility of marked data. My tree rendering algorithms for accordion drawing surfaces involve operations which perform according to
the number of pixels used to display a scene, not on the input dataset. With support
from the generic rendering infrastructure, I provide efficient tree-based algorithms
for: tree-to-grid mapping, tree-rendering traversal, node marking with guaranteed
visibility, and accurate picking on the tree.

1.1

Motivation

Visualization of datasets with more data than available on-screen pixels is a challenging problem. Without information visualization techniques, the number of on-screen
pixels limits the amount of displayable data. For example, recent advances in phy1

Nicotiana
•Campanula
•Btokesia
imorphotheca

^

•Barnadesia
•Dasyphyllum

Figure 1.1: A rectilinear, right-aligned tree layout descends a tree dataset topology
horizontally and aligns all terminal nodes, or leaves, to the right boundary. Our
generic accordion drawing infrastructure supports this orthogonal grid-based tree
layout.
logenetics, the study of evolutionary relationships between organisms, produce very
large tree dataset topologies with a set of organisms at the terminal nodes. Since
any two methods of constructing phylogenetic trees may produce two structurally
different topologies for the same set of organisms, evolutionary biologists use many
techniques to investigate structural similarities between pairs of tree datasets. The
primary focus of my thesis investigates our interactive visualization infrastructure
for stable accordion drawing navigation, with an example application capable of
comparing large tree datasets, such as phylogenetic trees, of up to two million tree
nodes.
TreeJuxtaposer (TJ1)[24] is an information visualization application used
to navigate and compare several rectilinear trees, such as the pair of trees in Figure 1.2, by using two important properties: rubber-sheet navigation and guaranteed
visibility. Rubber-sheet navigation is the metaphor we use to describe how users
2

'Nicotiana

••Nicotiana
••Campanula
••Scaevola
•Btokesia
•3imorphotheca

*-"Dasyphyllum

Figure 1.2: TreeJuxtaposer is capable of comparing two trees, side-by-side as shown
in this figure. Regions of structural difference are marked in red and other marks,
such as the blue subtree, are user-defined.
interact with the data. Users stretch and shrink regions of accordion drawing
(AD) surfaces, the subclass of rubber-sheet navigation upon which T J 1 is built,
much like the trees are drawn on a malleable rubber-sheet, as shown in Figure 1.3.
The A D rubber-sheet has its borders tacked down so the entire dataset remains
visible at potentially many different levels of magnification.
Guaranteed visibility is another necessary property of A D surfaces that ensures important data will remain visible at all times on its malleable surface. Marked
objects on A D surfaces move with other objects when the surface undergoes movements and may be squished and stretched like any other dataset object. Guaranteed
visibility implies that marked objects never shrink out of sight.
T J l introduces A D surfaces, but its implementation of A D is only for datasets
that are tree-specific, has navigation stability problems for complex movements, and
does not allow other application domains to use its A D infrastructure. The primary

3

Figure 1.3: Accordion navigation works by distorting a two-dimensional surface, by
stretching and shrinking regions, to allocate more screen space for regions of interest.
In the left image, a small tree appears undistorted, with no regions stretched. The
right image shows the same tree topology with a stretched region, which squishes
other regions such as the green subtree.
goal of this thesis is to introduce a new type of AD infrastructure that allows any
new application domain to render a scene using a more efficient, stable approach to
rubber-sheet navigation. Furthermore, this thesis describes several new tree-specific
functions to support TJ1 functionality on a generic AD surface, including: correct
tree rendering, efficient marking with guaranteed visibility properties, efficient node
layout on a partitioned grid structure, and accurate picking of tree nodes on the
grid. This thesis presents several techniques for improving the rendering quality,
rendering speed, and memory usage of TJ1 with TJ2, our new AD application that
is functionally, visibly equivalent to TJ1.
Although current graphical processors are capable of rendering billions of pixels per second, a standard-sized monitor with a commodity video card is not capable
of refreshing the display during animated transitions with a brute-force method of
drawing every node.Our new infrastructure provides a rendering framework with
an efficiency that does not depend on the size or structure of the dataset, but on
the number of pixels on-screen. Application-specific algorithms interface with our
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AD infrastructure, which abstracts away the details of partitioning, grid structure,
and navigation, to allow development of new AD applications that access the infrastructure with generic grid algorithms. With support for dataset sizes beyond the
number of pixels available on-screen, AD techniques allow for rapid-prototyping of
new applications that render datasets of well over one million items with smooth
animated transitions.

1.2

Information visualization techniques

In my thesis, I employ several information visualization techniques, including: guaranteed visibility, Focus+Context, and progressive rendering. These techniques allow users of TreeJuxtaposer, or accordion drawing (AD) applications in general, to
better understand large and complex datasets, locate important information, and
smoothly navigate large amounts of information without getting lost. In this section,
I discuss the properties of guaranteed visibility in Section 1.2.1, Focus+Context in
Section 1.2.2, and progressive rendering in Section 1.2.3.
1.2.1

Guaranteed visibility

Guaranteed visibility is a property, first introduced by TreeJuxtaposer [24], used
by information visualizations to ensure important data is always visible. Applications developed with our AD infrastructure have two classes of data: normal and
marked. We mark data that we consider important with object marking, either
through direct interactive selections or results from computed functions. Other normal data objects provide context and overall dataset structure. Guaranteed visibility
of marked data means that marked objects always take precedence over normal objects when rendering views of datasets, meaning that marks are always guaranteed
to be visible, at the expense of unmarked regions of data, if need be.
AD applications provide two variations of guaranteed visibility: static and
progressive. The former is used to display rendered scenes with guaranteed display
5
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Figure 1.4: The user-selected data in this TreeJuxtaposer figure, sargocentron diadema and myripristis australis are marked in blue. However, the locations of these
tree nodes are not understood without the location of many other nodes, such as
sargocentron spiniferum, which provide context for the guaranteed visible, marked
data.
of all marks, and the latter guarantees marks appear first during transitional frames
of an animation.

Static guaranteed visibility is a property of an application that is

capable of displaying marked data with a higher priority than normal data. Static
visibility properties are essential when visualizing a large dataset, where marked
data might be occluded by surrounding data in a rendered scene. However, the
surrounding data is still important enough to consider drawing; guaranteeing to show
marked data within the context of un-occluded, peripheral data provides important
visual landmarks. For example, in Figure 1.4, we mark species sargocentron diadema
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and myripristis australis as important tree nodes. TreeJuxtaposer may still draw
species sargocentron spiniferum, which should be close to sargocentron diadema.
AD applications cull regions of datasets when a region is shrunk smaller than
the size of a drawable unit, typically a hardware monitor pixel. To draw in dense
regions of objects, the application determines what to draw using either object aggregation or object selection, from a set of culling objects. For large dataset visualizations on high-resolution monitors, such as the IBM T221 with over 200 pixels per
inch, a pixel-sized feature is sometimes too small to be useful. Our AD infrastructure provides novel methods of producing a lower resolution visualization, using our
culling techniques. If we cull regions at larger than pixel sizes, we effectively draw
less information on the display, but may reveal patterns with aggregation methods;
high-level dataset features may be clearer with a larger minimum feature size. We
call the minimum feature sized cells for an application b l o c k s , where feature sizes
are integer multiples of a pixel.
To solve static view visibility problems, AD rendering methods must examine an application-specific culled region for marks that we guarantee to be visible.
Accordingly, marked data points must be stored such that regions of the dataset
topology can be examined -quickly during a rendering step. Section 3.3 provides
more details about the compact representation and storage methods of the dataset
topology as ranges of nodes for TJ2.
Guaranteed visibility is also important to consider during the rendering phase
of animated transitions. Progressive guaranteed visibility is a component of progressive rendering, discussed in Section 1.2.3, that renders the most important interesting nodes before rendering the rest of the dataset. This type of guaranteed visibility
uses a drawing order that favors marked data over all other data, providing landmarks when rendering navigation and animation frames for large visualizations.
As an example of progressive guaranteed visibility, consider marked nodes in
TJ2. For the first frame in its scene rendering phase, TJ2 draws the roots of marked
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subtrees, the path from that subtree to the root of the tree, and a path from the
subtree root to one of its leaves. Rendering an overview of the dataset that is formed
by this first rendering step, which produces a skeleton of useful topological features,
is exponentially faster, in the common case, than methods in T J 1 that rendered
entire marked subtrees. This progressive guaranteed visibility is useful in T J 2 since
the location of marked subtrees is quickly represented and the marks are visible as
landmarks during animated transitions.
1.2.2

Focus+Context

Focus+Context is a technique information visualization systems use to display
areas of interest as focus regions, while still displaying the rest of the dataset in
less detail, which presents context for the focus regions. Many of these approaches
magnify the areas of interest and concurrently minify other regions, which leads
to visual distortion of the original dataset topology. The usage of Focus+Context
distortion techniques in visualization applications may cause some disorientation if
visual aids such as landmarks or topological features are not present. Additionally,
the user may be confused if the application does not provide smooth transitions
from one view to the next.
TreeJuxtaposer uses Focus+Context effectively since the tree layout is visualized as a hierarchical structure, where the location of the root and direction of
growth is known to the user, even after repeated navigations. The tree structure is
able to convey relative node density and the path from any node to the root is well
known by manually following the node ancestor path. Along with node labels and
smooth animated transitions, navigations in TreeJuxtaposer prevent the user from
losing orientation. However, AD itself does not provide topological reference for
navigation and requires developers of applications to include navigational semantics
based on their particular application-domain requirements.
As an aid to automated movements, smooth transitions help Focus+Context
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applications both during navigation and in the resulting static views. When an area
is stretched, a smooth transition provides a correspondence between the original
state and the final transition state. Progressive guaranteed visibility also aids in
making transitions easy to follow, since the interaction box or set of marked nodes
are rendered first. Finally, the static view is easier to comprehend after following a
smooth transition rather than after direct jump cuts [30].

1.2.3

Progressive rendering

Progressive rendering is a graphics technique for displaying a meaningful, partial scene in systems, allowing real-time user interaction, even for scenes that render
slower than the time available to draw a transitional frame. When a user demands
a response from the system, the appropriate action must be performed and scenes
that render slowly must respond to the user actions with no noticeable delay. Simple scenes with a few thousand nodes in TreeJuxtaposer, for example, may render
fast enough such that checking for user action during a rendering is not necessary.
However, to scale to millions of nodes, progressive rendering approaches. allow for
smooth navigation and keep rendering from being a bottleneck that prevents immediate system feedback to user demands.
Although rendering fewer nodes and guaranteeing that the number of nodes
rendered depends on the number of screen pixels allows scenes to be drawn faster,
progressive- rendering is still necessary for many large datasets due to increased
time for handling larger datasets. However, progressive rendering overhead can
potentially negatively impact the performance of applications that use progressive
rendering. Therefore, systems that provide progressive rendering should allow either
automated or manual control over the usage of progressive rendering of scenes that
do not require several frames.
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1.3

Thesis contributions

This section details the contributions of my thesis, presented in order of importance
by chapter. Results for each performance claim are presented in Chapter 5. The
conclusions for my thesis contributions are given in the final chapter, along with
some recommendations for future work.
1.3.1

Accordion drawing contributions

• We developed a generalized infrastructure for accordion drawing applications
that does not depend on extra spatial subdivision layers, but uses an inherent
dataset topology, when available.
• We refined our generic generic rendering infrastructure by formalizing a threestep rendering process, which includes: partitioning in 0(b) time; seeding in
0(b + m) time; and rendering in 0(b + m) time, where b is the number of
on-screen blocks and m is the number of marked groups.
• We created a numerically stable A D navigation algorithm that is capable of
resizing many A D split lines concurrently. This means that we do not move
a split line in our resizing algorithm more than once per scene, unlike A D for
TJ1.

1.3.2

T J 2 contributions

• We developed new algorithms for topological tree rendering in our new A D
infrastructure, in comparison to TJ1 quadtree-based A D methods. TJ2 rendering is pixel based and renders a scene five times faster than T J 1 .
• We optimized storage and retrieval of ranges of marked data, which we use
to perform marking operations on tree datasets in TJ2. Marking is eight
times faster when marking a full 190,265 node tree being compared to another
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198,623 node tree, and rendering the fully marked tree is still faster in TJ2,
without the caching techniques used in TJ1.
• We created a new TJ2 tree layout technique for our AD infrastructure. Compared to TJ1, TJ2 preprocessing is ten times faster, and overall memory usage
is five times more efficient.
• We replaced spatial subdivision picking, used in TJ1, with topological picking
that is nearly as time efficient with most tree topologies and is able to pick
tree nodes in regions of datasets where TJ1 is known to fail.
1.3.3

TreeJuxtaposer E v a l u a t i o n from InfoVis 2003 Contest

entry

• We analysed a modified version of TJ1, TJl-contest, with a standardized set
of real tasks. This analysis helps understand the strengths and weaknesses of
our AD approach to investigating tree-based dataset queries.
• We added an incremental search function to T J l , which allows a user to quickly
identify similarly named nodes. When a small number of search results are
selected, our algorithm automatically marks their location in the tree topology
with guaranteed visibility.

1.4

Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 presents motivation, contributions,
and organization; Chapter 2 includes relevant previous work; Chapter 3 discusses
our new tree navigation application, TJ2; Chapter 4 discusses our generic accordion
drawing infrastructure, AD; Chapter 5 presents analysis of TJ2 and compares the
performance of TJ2 with TreeJuxtaposer; and Chapter 6 concludes my thesis.
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Chapter 2

Related W o r k
Navigating large datasets has long been recognized as an important problem in the
information visualization community. A D navigation is in a class of information
visualization techniques with an interesting, evolving history in human-computer
interaction, computer graphics, and other fields of study. Tree visualization also has
a past in information visualization, and there are several systems created specifically
for biologists that continue to influence our development of TreeJuxtaposer features.
Previous work related to my main thesis contributions is presented as follows:
Section 2.1 includes information visualization and other human-computer interaction and perception work; and Section 2 . 2 describes some common phylogenetic
evaluation software as well as other tree-specific work in information visualization
systems.

2.1

Visualization, interaction, and perception

Visualization of datasets with more data than available on-screen pixels is a problem since the size of datasets increases faster than the resolution of monitors. Furthermore, human perception limits the feasible amount of information that can be
displayed even with infinitesimaliy small pixels. Obviously, there is very little advantage to monitors with pixels at the microscopic scale. A n excellent resource for
generic methods of graph visualization and navigation is a survey by Herman et
12

Figure 2.1: The SeeSoft [1] software analysis tool provides an overview of large
software structure with meaningful color-encodings. The entire structure is visible
and users may zoom into regions of interest to investigate details.
al [13].
Approaches such as the pixel-based software analysis tool SeeSoft [1], as
shown in Figure 2.1, display an overview of an entire dataset with millions of items,
and users may enlarge regions of interest to view details. The number of displayable
items is impressive and gives insight into the global structure, which is especially
useful when meaningful color codings are used. However, small details may be
overlooked and culled out of view by the rendering process when datasets become
larger than the number of pixels, or when the feature size is too small to perceive
differences between adjacent pixels.
Applications that attempt to render extremely large datasets of thousands of
items are usually either non-interactive, or require acceptable rendering techniques
for displaying important details first, such as progressive rendering introduced by
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Bergman [6]. For 3D scenes, this approach displays vertices, edges, and other higher
level surface features in order. Since an overview of the dataset may be available
with visualization of only the vertex positions, interactive techniques, such as camera
positioning, can be used with a simple rendering, and details can be filled in when
interaction stops. Other progressive rendering approaches may render landmarks or
other important features first if such a scene decomposition is not available or does
not provide visual benefits during interaction.
Magnification techniques, such as the fish-eye lens [7, 11] and related nonlinear magnification fields [18], can be used to view local detail for data too densely
packed to be clearly represented in full detail. A fish-eye lens uses the idea of a
simple magnifying lens, but, unlike a conventional physical lens, uses distortion
around the center of focus in place of an occluding boundary. This means the lens
is used to distort some context around the magnified focus region and not hide
useful contextual details. We use the term Focus+Context to refer the visualization
technique where the focus is shown within surrounding context.
A related magnification technique is the document lens [31], shown in Figure 2.2, where a full text document is shown arranged in a grid, with each page
in a different cell. An overview of the entire document is available but the text is
too small to read all at once. Users can select a rectangular magnification region,
approximately the size of a page of text, and the remaining document is drawn as
it would appear on the sides of a truncated, skewed pyramid with the magnified
region as the frustum. This approach requires less computation than the fish-eye
lens, and is more suitable for viewing full pages of documents undistorted, practical
for reading text. Text down the sides of the pyramid is also legible close to the
magnified frustum region.
Hyperbolic geometry [19, 22, 23] visualizations remove the traditional Cartesian two dimensional context and usefish-eyevisualization techniques for the entire
scene. Users perform navigation through the hierarchy by changing the node in
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Figure 2.2: The document lens visualization tool [31] shows a page of undistorted
text from a large document, and applies distortion to the remainder of the document.
Distorted text near the undistorted region is legible.
focus; users may step through each level of the hierarchy or jump to any other visible node and the visualization responds with smooth animated transitions. This
class of distortion-based visualizations is limited to tree hierarchy visualizations or
other connected graphs, however, since users require structural, visual cues like the
edges of a tree structure for navigation. Generic visualization of text objects, like
the document lens, or side-by-side cells in a grid structure would not be visually
pleasing with these techniques. In Figure 2.3, I show the H3Viewer visualization
application rendering of a tree structured dataset.
Several systems use semantic zooming, which is based on generic level of detail (LOD) methods. Semantic zooming aggregates minor features into larger structures to reduce clutter from global overviews, and replaces larger features with their
component minor features when focusing in on regions of interest. The Pad++ [4, 27]
system, as shown in Figure 2.4, renders objects with infinite precision in an abstract,
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Figure 2.3: H3Viewer [23] is a hyperbolic geometry visualization application for
navigating connected graph datasets. Hyperbolic distortions allow any data point,
even far away from the focus, to be visible and have relative position with respect
to other data.
semantic zooming world. Items are assigned a minimum and maximum visible size
and smooth animation provides transitions between levels of detail. Semantic zooming has also been investigated in space-scale visualizations [12], where panning and
zooming are used to give intuitive animated transitions. As the viewpoint zooms
out, semantic zooming while panning allows a user to track global landmarks, so
certain familiar features give much needed navigational context.
A closely related hierarchical zooming method is multiscale visualization [37].
This method presents aggregation, or selection, of underlying data instead of feature
filtering approaches used in traditional semantic zooming applications. Multiscale
visualization assigns implicit semantic representation to zoomed-out data, which
either may be useful if the underlying data is similar, or may be detrimental if the
16

Figure 2.4: The infinite-precision world-space for objects in Pad++ [4] allows development of zooming features at several scales of magnification. This figure, from
left to right, top to bottom, shows an example of repeated zooming on features.
Semantic zooming also allows Pad+4- to restrict visibility of rendered objects at
user-specified magnification scales.
aggregation techniques hide data regions with high variability.
Degree of Interest (DOI) systems like continuous zoom [2] offer another type
of semantic zooming. Groups of objects are assigned a percentage of the screen, so
that when one object is focused on with a fish-eye magnification lens, other objects
in the same group are shrunk at the same magnitude, to preserve the screen area
devoted to the group instead of the entire context shrinking uniformly. The semantic
zooming aspect arises from when objects reach an assigned threshold size, and with
some cases, multiple foci are possible as groups of objects "open," and display more
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detail.
Rubber-sheet navigational metaphors [34] introduce orthogonal, and polygonal convex hull, distortions where objects drawn on a two dimensional grid can be
stretched as if they were drawn on a rubber-sheet. Areas of interest on the rubbersheet can be stretched out, essentially magnifying them without the occlusions of
traditional magnifying lens effects. Navigation with a rubber sheet is typically user
directed with continuous zooming capabilities, as users pull defined region boundaries to increase the space allocated to an object. The borders of the rubber-sheet
are tacked down, meaning that the context regions are squished to small regions but
always visible, although compressed similar to [2]. With no semantic zoom, regions
of the context need to be culled, or otherwise aggregated, as they are shrunk.
Landmarks, or regions of interest, in semantic zooming applications may
not be visible while at extremely zoomed-out views. It may be desirable that certain characteristic objects never disappear from displays where the entire dataset
is always visible. Implementations of critical zones [17] extend infinite precision visualization systems, such as Pad++, with methods of guaranteeing certain objects
will always be visible at any level of magnification.
TreeJuxtaposer [24] (TJ1), shown in Figure 1.4, introduces accordion drawing, which combines rubber-sheet navigation with concepts of guaranteed visibility
for select regions of data. TJ1 provides a scalable alternative to side-by-side analysis of trees, previously done by hand on paper printouts. The layout of TJ1 is
quadtree based, and uses accordion drawing techniques derived from rubber sheet
navigation. When the objects in context are shrunk or culled, highlighted landmarks
are given rendering priority, by drawing above every other node in their context,
with minimal feature size as space permits with other landmarks. Context nodes
are given second-class treatment and not limited to how small they can be drawn;
ranges of context nodes are considered landmarks in themselves, however, and cannot be squished completely out of sight. TJ1 scales to over 500,000 nodes [24], and
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Figure 2.5: SequenceJuxtaposer [35] is an aligned sequence visualization tool that
uses accordion drawing navigation. Each sequence is drawn horizontally and base
pairs of each aligned sequence create visible vertical columns when there are no
differences. Simple difference heuristics appear as red guaranteed visibility marks.
animated transitions are necessary to maintain context during continuous zooming.
TJ1 uses a best corresponding node (BCN) criteria [39] to correlate matching nodes
from pairs of trees under analysis, so selecting one node also selects relatively similar
corresponding nodes in other trees under comparison.
More scalable tree analysis with TJC [5], is capable of rendering up to 15
million node trees in under one second. TJC removes the quadtree hierarchy, uses a
simple grid-based structure, and optimizes data structures to dramatically increase
memory performance. TJC also renders dense regions of trees without gaps and
eliminates many of the rendering inefficiencies of TJ1.
Beyond TreeJuxtaposer, there have been several accordion drawing applications: SequenceJuxtaposer [35], shown in Figure 2.5, and PowerSetViewer [25],
shown in Figure 2.6, which render rectangular regions of color to represent their
19
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Figure 2.6: The PowerSetViewer application [25] is a visualization system for powersets. Powersets are drawn as a single enumerated sequence of nodes. PowerSet Viewer line-wraps the world-space at the end of each column and visually separates cardinalities by alternating the background color.
data. Because they layout datasets on simple grid structures rather than trees,
these applications impose a hierarchy on their datasets. SequenceJuxtaposer aligns
its input data vertically, since it assumes sequences that are drawn horizontally to
be somewhat aligned vertically, in a large stretchable grid.
PowerSet Viewer is a grid-structured accordion drawing application that displays powersets, or the set of all possible sets of nodes, as a single enumeration [25].
An interesting aspect of PowerSet Viewer is its ability to add or delete data from
the grid over time, and modify the grid accordingly. Furthermore, PowerSet Viewer
does not require allocation of a grid large enough for all addressable space in the
powerset. Instead, it builds a sufficiently large grid to draw a sparsely distributed
set of sets, on the order of up to two million, into the powerset domain.
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2.2

P h y l o g e n e t i c tools a n d tree v i s u a l i z a t i o n

Although not constrained to tree topology datasets of a biological nature, TreeJuxtaposer is designed with many desirable features for phylogenetic research, which
are briefly described in Section 1.1. However, since several tree analysis systems
are used to investigate phylogenetics, the evolutionary history and relationships between organisms, it is important to describe a few of the most influential systems
here.
Currently, in the field of evolutionary biology, efforts are underway to categorize every organism with a single tree called the Tree of Life [9], which shows
hypothesized relationships between existing organisms and their, proposed, or otherwise extinct, ancestors.

The research effort is broken into small pieces, such

as fungi [14], and further by research lab, such as the Hibbett lab that studies
homobasidiomycetes [15], the mushroom-forming fungi. Once data is collected from
each group,, small trees are combined into supertrees [33], which would culminate
with a hypothetical set of trees of all known organisms.
Since methods of determining the organism relationships are subject to error
for several biological reasons, evolutionary biologists use several statistical models to
reconstruct evolutionary trees, the most common being parsimony or Bayesian inferences in relationships. Parsimony-based tree reconstruction [38] relies on minimal
characteristic changes between species identifying close ancestors, while Bayesian
techniques [16] use Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation techniques to estimate
tree topologies. Both of these methods are statistical inferences and are subject to
error, which therefore require humans to analyze and add their professional knowledge to the results.
Manual investigation of data is time-consuming and understandably complex, so several software packages are available to visually investigate the results
from evolutionary tree construction software. MacClade [20], and more recently
Mesquite [21], are two well-known and useful software packages built by evolution21

Figure 2.7: TreeWiz [32] is a scalable phylogenetic tree visualization system capable
of supporting 50,000 nodes. Each viewpoint change for navigation opens a new
display window.
ary biologists. They offer a set of useful editing and analysis functionality, but lack
in scalability. Some of the more interesting features of MacClade are the ability to
annotate and edit the properties of tree data. A simple panning canvas is used to
display a visual representation of a tree of several nodes at a time, which is sufficient
for many tasks.
A more scalable system called TreeWiz [32] supports up to 50, 000 leaf nodes
in a Java application. Subtrees, that do not fit onto the visualization are collapsed
into their parent nodes and assigned a color from a density map. However, navigation is limited since each change of viewpoint creates a new display window.
Aggregation of subtrees into parent nodes is also a feature of the SpaceTree [29]
browser, which supports automated subtree collapsing and several other pan and
zoom type modes for navigation in collapsed trees.
Cheops [3] is another scalable system capable of browsing tree structures of
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up to one billion nodes, and while suitable for a concise index, it is not well-suited for
displaying details of the topological structure. For deep subtrees, Cheops occludes
information from sibling subtrees to show one region of focus, typically as a path
from the root to a target node.
Alternative marking techniques have also been introduced. Carrizo [8] introduces a color-filling approach to tree annotations. Instead of coloring tree edges,
Carrizo colors the regions under subtrees to provide much larger colored regions to
indicate the properties of a subtree.
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Chapter 3

TJ2
We made several significant changes to TreeJuxtaposer to make TJ2 work with our
fast, general AD infrastructure. The most significant changes were in the TJ2 rendering process, where we developed new algorithms for laying out nodes, placing tree
edges, and performing gapless rendering with smaller rendering queues. Our rendering algorithms are now pixel-based, with a rendering time complexity of 0(p) where
p is the number of vertical pixels, rather than 0(n login)) where n is the number
of nodes in the topology. This means our rendering is more scalable, since dataset
topology does not affect our rendering performance. We characterize three cases
of potential rendering gaps in ascent-based rendering, and our algorithm minimizes
the amount of drawing required to fix those gaps.
The marked ranges improvements for TJ2 allow for much faster color lookup
for marked nodes, as well as deciding when nodes are not marked, by using a treebased range lookup instead of linear searches through all marked ranges for every
node being drawn. Collapsing the ranges efficiently was also an improvement for
storing and retrieving large numbers of node differences when comparing trees. Although nodes are stored more than once, looking up node colors quickly is not
possible unless each marked node is stored; color lookup time is 0{m log(r)), where
m is the number of marked groups and r is the total number of nodes ranges stored
by any particular group. Our localized algorithm for finding all indirectly marked
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nodes is sufficiently fast and we no longer require node color caching, which allows us
to load larger tree datasets. T h e efficiency of marking depends on the dataset, but
we achieve an average marking speed 0(k),

where k is the total number of nodes i n

the range marked by the user. M a r k i n g the entire InfoVis 2003 Contest [28] dataset
animaliaA tree of 190,265 nodes while comparing w i t h animaliaB takes less than two
seconds to process, as discussed i n Section 5.4.
TJ2

also introduces topological picking to TreeJuxtaposer, which allows a

user to pick nodes i n sparse topological regions of a tree. A l t h o u g h the picking algor i t h m is 0(h),

where h is the topological height of the tree, we find it is sufficiently

fast for the deepest trees T J 2 can currently load; picking is interactive w i t h trees
taller than 1000 nodes.
In this chapter, I present the major improvements of T J 2 over previous versions.

In Section 3.1, I describe our node layout algorithm.

I discuss our tree

rendering algorithms i n Section 3.2, which follow the tree topology. In Section 3.3,
I discuss our marked range improvements. Finally, i n Section 3.4, I describe our
topological picking methods.

3.1

N o d e layout

T J 2 incorporates significant changes to the tree layout algorithms from T J l - b a s e d
TreeJuxtaposer applications. Trees i n T J 2 are still drawn right-aligned, meaning
that leaf nodes are found on the right-hand-side of the tree w i t h the root on the lefthand-side. Due to this orientation, i n this section, I w i l l introduce our conventions
to describe T J 2 layout algorithms and rendering techniques.

In TreeJuxtaposer,

the w i d t h of the tree is the total number of leaves and the height of the tree is the
longest branch length. Horizontal node edges are the height component for each
non-root node and vertical edges are the w i d t h component for each internal node
w i t h two or more child nodes. Refer to Figure 3.1 for a pictorial description of these
terms.
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Figure 3.1: T h e naming conventions used i n this thesis. T h e root node, i n blue, is
drawn w i t h no horizontal edge. T h e internal node is marked i n green a n d red for
horizontal and vertical edges and the leaf nodes have no vertical edges. T h e w i d t h
of the tree is the number of leaf nodes and the height is the longest p a t h from the
root to a leaf.
T J 1 algorithms for rendering and node layout create a hierarchical spatial
quadtree layout, described i n Section 4.1, which is inefficient for trees since most
trees have many more leaves t h a n height. T h e quadtree is built o n a base g r i d of
uniformly sized base g r i d cells, as shown i n Figure 4.1.

A base grid cell contains

a reference to a node of the topological tree, and a quadtree cell points to up to four
children cells, which could be either base grid cells or interior quadtree cells.
T J 1 quadtree subdivisions are built o n the base grid to facilitate traversal,
so partitions divide the number of grid cells i n half i n both directions for each layer
of the quadtree. T h i s partitioning is inefficient for most cases since the base grid is
often not close to square since the w i d t h of the topological tree tends to be much
greater t h a n the height. T h e interior quadtree cells are most efficient i n the few
cases where the topological tree height is almost equal to the tree w i d t h , which
happens to be the case i n pectinate trees, also known as "comb-shaped" trees, that
occur i n some biological contexts.
However, as introduced i n T J C [5], a more efficient technique to store tree
nodes i n a grid is possible w i t h separate horizontal and vertical binary trees. T J 2
uses the basic idea of separate structures i n T J C , but is quite different i n all tree
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doGridding Function
input: set of nodes ./V from tree T, in post-order list
grid G large enough to layout T
output: nodes iV assigned to rectangle of coordinates in G
V+-0

. while N ^ 0
n <—

N.pop

if isLeaf(n)
n.maxX

<—

n.minY

<— y

G.maxX

y++
n.maxY

<—: y

else
n.maxX
<— getMinX(n.Children)
stretchMinX(n.maxX,
n.Children)
n.minY
<— getMinY'{n.Children)
n.maxY
<— getMaxY(n.Children)

end if
n.minX

<— n.maxX

— 1

end while

Figure 3.2: doGridding
function assigns a grid position in G to each node in T.
Leaves are positioned on the right side of G, internal nodes span their children and
are as wide as the sum of their child' widths, and all nodes initially are in cells one
base grid cell high. Cells are stretched for each child of parent that does not have
a minX value equal to
parent.maxX.
layout, rendering, and culling algorithms. In the remainder of this section, I describe
how nodes are mapped to grid coordinates in Section 3.1.1. Then, in Section 3.1.2,1
discuss a necessary modification for placing horizontal node edges during rendering
in TJ2 that is not required by TJ1 node mapping.
3.1.1

Mapping nodes to grid

Node layout in TJ2 is quite different from layout in TJ1, but both TreeJuxtaposer
applications create very similar-looking tree visualizations with the same base grid
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Figure 3.3: A small subtree for our gridding example. The nodes in are added in
post-order.

b
:

cj
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Figure 3.4: The nodes of Figure 3.3 added to the grid. Our tree layout partitions
screen-space into a fully covered grid cell layout, as shown.
size. Instead of using a spatial subdivision method, TJ2 partitions the base grid into
rectangular regions for each tree node; we call the partitioning process gridding.
Topological tree nodes are assigned to cells using an algorithm based on the
pseudocode for doGridding

in Figure 3.2. The cells form the boundary around tree

edges for a tree node and distort with respect to the Accordion Drawing methods on
the base grid. Each internal node in the topological tree is drawn with two tree edges,
one horizontal connection to its parent and one vertical connecting its children. Leaf
nodes and the root node are special cases: leaves have only a horizontal edge and the
root has only a vertical edge. Cells for each node in both TJ1 and TJ2 are bounded
by four accordion split lines, which are movable grid lines described in Chapter 4,
each with minimum and maximum lines in the left-to-right X and top-to-bottom Y
directions. In TJ2, the leaf-to-root node placement and initialization algorithm is
linear in the number of nodes in the dataset.
We must have enough base grid cells in height to support the deepest nodes of
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the topological tree, which is the equal to the height of the tree. Since all leaves are
of the same vertical weight, we must have enough base grid cells to place every leaf in
an individual cell, which is exactly the number of leaves. Therefore, the dimensions
of the grid are known after parsing the input dataset and TJ2 can initialize the
Accordion Drawer split line structures, creating the base grid.
As an example of the gridding process in Figure 3.2, consider the small tree
in Figure 3.3, where nodes are placed in this post-order traversal: A, B, a, C, b.
The leaves A and B are: placed in the grid one cell tall and wide; adjacent to each
other; and aligned with the rightmost split line in G, as shown in Figure 3.4. Leaf C
is placed next to B, but is two cells tall since it must match the height of internal a,
which was placed on the other two leaves. Both C and a are attached to internal b,
and the internal nodes a and b are as wide as the sum of their child node widths. The
time complexity of the insertion per node is on the order of the number of children,
since the stretchMinX

function processes all children; leaves have no children but

require constant time to initialize. Therefore, the complexity of the entire insertion
process is 0(n), for a tree topology of n nodes.
3.1.2

Placing horizontal node edges

This section deals with positioning the horizontal node edges in TJ2, necessary
with the partitioning process from gridding in Section 3.1.1. All edge positions are
calculated relative to the width of their subtrees; leaf edges are placed in the center
of their cell and internal node positions depend on the positions of their children.
In an orthogonal tree layout, the density of horizontal tree edges show the width
of subtrees and the height of child nodes, and the positions of some of those edges
determine the length of parent node vertical edges.
The placement of horizontal node edges is slightly more complicated in TJ2
than in TJ1, since TJ2 partitions the entire base grid for node domains. TJ1 node
to cell mapping places nodes in the base grid, but the nodes are given offsets to
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Figure 3.5: The balanced tree on the right places the horizontal edge of its root in
the center of its cell width, but the pectinate tree on the left places the same edge
much more toward the top of the root cell. The horizontal edge position for any
tree node may move anywhere within the cell and, unlike TJ1, cannot be a constant
offset since node cells span the entire width of its descendant node cells.
a single base grid cell at the minimum height of all child nodes and somewhere
close to the center child position. This mapping differs from TJ2, which maps a
tree node to a cell that is as wide as the sum of its children widths. When a
node is rendered in TJ1, the horizontal edge position is simply calculated with the
offset and grid cell position. We want the same performance and correctness for
horizontal edge position computations in TJ2 as in TJ1: computable in constant
time and guaranteed to attach to the vertical tree edge that stretches from the first
to last child horizontal edge positions.
The horizontal edge position for a subtree may be anywhere in its bounding
cell. To understand how a horizontal edge can change according to the underlying
subtree structure, consider Figure 3.5. With the class of subtrees called pectinate
trees, similar to the tree shown on the left of the figure, we can generate examples
of horizontal edges placed anywhere vertically within their cell.
We cannot compute the horizontal edge position in TJ2 with a set offset; if
we attempt to use TJ1 methods in TJ2, we quickly see why we need to calculate the
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Figure 3.6: The relative position of the horizontal node edge for an internal tree node
depends on the position of its inner children cells. This figure shows why resizing
where the edge in the blue cell cannot use an offset similar to TJ1 horizontal edge
position computations. On the left is a small subtree with the parent horizontal
edge in the blue cell calculated from an offset; all other nodes subA through subH
are subtrees with the horizonal edge of subH positioned close to its boundary with
subG. If subH is vertically grown without moving the outer boundary for the blue
cell, as shown in the right figure, the relative positions for all subA through subH
remain the same and move since their cells change in size. However, the node in the
blue cell remains at its initial position since its size has not changed. The horizontal
edge for subH is drawn on the wrong position relative to its parent and our small
example shows a broken subtree.
horizontal edge positions differently. Take for example the small tree in Figure 3.6,
where subA to subH are subtrees of a common parent in the blue cell.

If we set

the internal node in the blue cell where it is, as a vertical offset in the blue region,
the node does not move vertically when the top and bottom cell boundaries do not
move. However, if we resize the cell with subtree subH towards subA to be nearly
the same width as the blue cell, it is possible for the horizontal edge of subH to
be on the wrong side of the blue cell horizontal edge. This is possible since if the
horizontal edge for subH is close enough to the subG cell boundary, then as subH
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gets wider, it will eventually pass its parent horizontal edge.
The horizontal edge positions in TJ2 are computed by determining the center
of the vertical edge that we know to be drawn. In Figure 3.6 on the left, we see that
the vertical edge for the internal node in the blue grid cell is drawn from subA to
subH. But, if we use both sub A and subH edge positions to calculate the horizontal
edge position of their parent, we see that this becomes recursive when we need the
horizontal edge positions of the children of subA and subH, with an exponential
cost of 0(2 ) where h is the height of the edge we wish to compute.
h

Since the vertical edge is only definitely drawn across the cells from subB to
subG, the green cells in Figure 3.6, we notice that it is possible to place the horizontal
edge of the blue cell using only the width of the green cells. Therefore, ignoring the
positions of horizontal edges subA and subH, we are left with the remainder of the
cells to calculate the horizontal edge position. There are many possible ways to
compute a horizontal edge position, but we choose a simple mid-point of the central
children cell boundaries, the child cells that are neither first nor last, for example
the nodes highlighted in green in the figure.
The length of the vertical edge must use the positions of the horizontal edges
for the first and last child, to connect all children to the horizontal edge of the parent.
However, this is also a constant time calculation since no recursion is required, each
horizontal edge calculation is constant, and only two such calculations are required.
To reduce calculations of horizontal edges to only require what is visible, we also
cache the results of previous horizontal edge positions, by storing the frame number
for each calculation, while no movements have occurred.
In the degenerate case of a node with only one child, the horizontal edge
of the parent node is aligned with the child node horizontal edge; no vertical edge
is drawn but recursion is necessary to find either the first descendant with more
than one child node, or a leaf. Nodes with two children are not a degenerate case,
but are simply cases of Figure 3.6 that do not have green internal cells; the grid
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line between the red outer cells would be the only location suitable for the blue
cell horizontal edge, in this case. The worst case of a horizontal edge placement
for a totally degenerate tree, with iV nodes and a height of N, where every node
has a single child and the tree is a single line, is O(N). However, in practice, the
degenerate case is rare; that is, few nodes have single children. The complexity for
this typical, non-degenerate case is 0(1) per edge, the same as TJ1.

3.2

Rendering trees

Rendering a minimal number of tree edges for any tree topology depends on the
minimum feature size of a tree node: the edge width. Since "pixels" are really
artifacts of the hardware restrictions of physical monitor pixels, we choose to use the
terminology "block" to refer to the smallest visible features of our drawing objects.
Blocks are always integer multiples of pixels, and are by definition pixel aligned;
blocks are simply a coarser screen representation than pixels. This terminology
becomes useful when using thicker tree edges than minimal one pixel-wide lines;
high-resolution monitors capable of 200 DPI, such as the IBM T221, make single
pixel-wide lines hard to see.
As described in Section 4.2, the generalized rendering infrastructure of AD
follows the generic three-step pattern of: partition an application-specific base grid
into pieces smaller than the minimal feature size, following the hierarchical AD
structure; seed the application-specific dataset nodes that correspond to the partitions; and draw the seeded nodes and other necessary "attached" nodes, again in
an application-specific manner. Of the steps listed for this pattern, partitioning is
described in detail in Section 4.2.1. Seeding and drawing are optimized according to
the dataset topology and are discussed in this chapter: I describe how TJ2 performs
leaf-range seeding in Section 3.2.1; and how TJ2 draws nodes, beginning with the
seeded leaf-ranges and ending at the root node, in Section 3.2.2.
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3.2.1

Node seeding

Before rendering starts, we prioritize the order of node and subtree rendering in a
rendering queue, with a seeding algorithm. The order of rendering is important
for large datasets that cannot be completely drawn during animated transitions
and rely on progressive rendering techniques to prevent disorientation. Progressive
rendering draws pieces of the tree in several frames instead of the whole scene at
once, if rendering the scene takes longer than 1/20 of a second. While rendering a
small fraction of the tree does not give a user the entire picture, we try to render
the most important parts of the scene during the first frame. The important parts
of the tree visualization scenes are the marked nodes, mentioned in more detail in
Section 3.3, the interaction box being dragged by the user, and, to a lesser extent,
the upper sections of the tree.
The seeding process starts by adding the roots of marked subtrees, or otherwise individual marked nodes, to the rendering queue. We render subtrees of marked
nodes by drawing the subtree root first, then rendering both up to the topological
root and down to some leaf in the subtree. This bidirectional rendering of marked
nodes allows the rendering process to draw the most important marked node subtree
roots first, as visual landmarks, along with the context of root and leaf node paths.
We do not require the leaf node paths to be marked similarly, but it is typical for
an entire subtree to be marked in one color, especially if a user manually marks
subtrees. The cost of rendering this path from root to leaf is 0(h), where h is the
height of the tree, but we also cache whether nodes have been rendered for a scene,
which somewhat reduces the drawing effort. Marked regions are stored as ranges,
which may represent a forest of subtrees, so the seeding process breaks each marked
range into subtree components and adds the root of each subtree to the queue. I
describe marked regions in more detail in Section 3.3.
After seeding the marked node subtree roots, we add the remainder of the
topology with leaf ranges. The entire tree is subdivided with a binary process until
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either one leaf remains in a range, or the leaves in a range are smaller than some
standard size called a segment. Section 3.2.2 discusses segments in more detail,
but for the purposes of our TJ2 seeding discussion, segments are typically smaller
than a visible, on-screen pixel.
Since we may have several leaves in a segment, the seeding subdivision process
is responsible for partitioning the entire set of leaves, knowing the dimensions of the
rendering canvas, so the drawing process does not need to do any partitioning. The
drawing process is given each piece of the tree and renders only one leaf-to-root path
per segment, which is discussed in Section 3.2.2. When adding leaf ranges to the
rendering queue, the seeding process places any ranges that are inside the current
interaction box at the front of the queue so the drawing process can prioritize these
regions.
Unlike previous versions of TreeJuxtaposer that seed rendering with the top
cell of a quadtree hierarchy, TJ2 begins to draw the scene with a drawing queue of
a certain size, and this size only decreases as the scene fills with rendered nodes.
In TJ1, the drawing queue starts with the largest, top quadtree cell and grows the
drawing queue by repeatedly adding necessary, monotonically deeper cells of the
quadtree hierarchy, which puts stress on the data structures used to store, remove,
and order that queue information. TJ2 uses a simple list as its queue, so removal
operations are constant, where TJ1 operations are all logarithmic since it uses a
binary tree dataset for its drawing queue. The TJ2 rendering results with our new
seeding, discussed with details in Chapter 5, show that we can reduce the number
of nodes rendered with software and our methods require only a small increase in
time to draw per node.
3.2.2

Drawing trees

Tree rendering in TJ2 is based on the tree topology and spatial position of nodes
from gridding. This section focuses on turning the input, a list of leaf ranges from
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the seeding process, into a fully rendered tree visualization by drawing a minimal
set of tree edges. Each leaf range contains either a single leaf, or several leaves in
a small vertical range; we guarantee that only one leaf in each range, plus the path
from that leaf to the root, will be drawn by the rendering process. Furthermore,
the leaf ranges partition the set of all leaves, so there are no gaps in the set of all
initially seeded leaf ranges.
In our rendering process, we do not force alignment of leaf ranges to discrete
regions of the screen, such as pixel alignment, and we do not force leaf ranges to
follow topological features of an input dataset. Either restriction would complicate
our seeding subdivision process, which needs to be fast to avoid extra computational
overhead from our software solution; our leaf range subdivisions are done with the
fast, generic accordion drawing code, discussed in Section 4.2.1.
During the drawing of leaf-tc-root paths, we make sure the time spent drawing the frame does not violate our per-frame progressive rendering restrictions, if
progressive rendering is enabled. Every 1/20 of a second, the rendering algorithm
flushes the current drawing results to display the current, partial tree output and
the system checks for grid movements from user interactions. The drawing queue
clears and restarts the rendering process either if any user action is detected, or if
the current drawing is still undergoing an animated transition. It is worth mentioning here that new user actions force the previous user action to jump cut to its
final position before processing new movements. TJ1 animation is not robust in this
way, which causes several grid positioning problems from propagation of numerical
errors, as I mention in Section 4.3.2.
In order to discuss the issues, the rendering is presented in several sections:
choosing a segmentation width in Section 3.2.2.1; ascent rendering in Section 3.2.2.2;
and choosing the termination for ascent in Section 3.2.2.3.
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3.2.2.1 Choosing a segmentation width
The stopping criteria for the subdivision component of the seeding process is an
issue mentioned in Section 3.2.1. Since we want to eliminate drawing gaps in dense
regions but not draw too much, TJ2 seeds ranges of leaves that are smaller than a
vertical block, if leaf density is greater than one leaf per block, to ensure that at
most one leaf is drawn for each range. However, choosing a segment width, our
partitioning stopping criteria for leaf ranges, of less than one block, meaning that
ranges larger than one block are subdivided, is not sufficient.
Because we do not know the alignment of blocks to leaf ranges in our final
set of seeded ranges, and do not know which leaf in the range will be rendered, we
cannot be sure that rendering leaves for adjacent leaf ranges will cover all blocks.
Section 3.2.2.2 describes why choosing a leaf to render based on block alignment is
not sufficient for solving this problem. Referring to Figure 3.7, knowing that leaf
ranges contain many candidate leaves to render, a leaf range Lk may render its single
block-wide leaf in block row R -i while adjacent leaf range Lfc+i renders its single
m

block-wide leaf in block row R +i, leaving a gap in block row R .
m

m

The solution to this poor choice of segment width is to restrict the width
of a segment to less than one-half block. A tighter restriction with smaller leaf
ranges adds more leaf paths to render, but does not add computational complexity
with approximately twice the rendering. The benefits of sub-half-block segments
include a simple fix to the alignment problems seen with larger segments, and we
still do not require direct computations of block alignment and leaf range position.
We choose the half-block segment width from observing, in Figure 3.8, that of the
partitioned adjacent leaf ranges smaller than a half-block, there is at least one full
leaf range in every block.

However, the half-block segment width only eliminates

drawing gaps at the leaf level, so we must refine the traversal process to eliminate
other drawing problems.
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Figure 3.7: Restricting the leaf range width to less than the block width is not
sufficient to render in every block at the leaf level. Lk and Lk+x are adjacent leaf
ranges, both of which may contain several leaves to render, but we only want to
render a single leaf in each range. The local blocks rows are R -i, R , and R-m+i,
we assume a dense leaf layout, and are attempting to draw at least one leaf into each
block. Since Lk overlaps with Rm-i and Lk+i overlaps with R +i, it is possible
that a leaf will not render into R from either leaf range. We cannot shift the leaf
ranges up or down to align with the blocks since we use a partitioning process from
generic accordion drawing functionality. Therefore, the maximum width for leaf
ranges is too large for the leaf partitioning process.
m

m

m

m

3.2.2.2 Ascent rendering
A second rendering problem occurs with our bottom-up rendering technique, as
shown in Figure 3.9.

When ascent rendering, rendering a path from the leaf

nodes to the root node, we notice that there may be horizontal gaps from naive
path choices. For example, a sub-block subtree attached to a node close to the root
of the hierarchy, where drawing is sparse, may not be drawn if its leaf is not chosen.
This was not a problem with descent, or root-to-leaf, based methods in TJ1 since all
such sub-block subtrees attached in a sparse region of the topology would be drawn.
However, TJ1 rendering performance indicates that its methods over-render nodes
deep in the hierarchy, exactly what TJ2 attempts to eliminate by ascent rendering.
For dense topological regions, paths from leaf nodes to internal nodes can be
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1

Rm+1

Figure 3.8: Restricting the leaf range w i d t h to less t h a n half the block w i d t h is
sufficient to render i n every block at the leaf level. Lk and Lk+i are adjacent leaf
ranges, b o t h of which may contain several leaves to render, but we only want to
render a single leaf i n each range. T h e figure shows b o t h leaf ranges clearly inside
block row R , but we notice that shifting the leaf ranges up or down so either Lk or
m

Lk+i are partially i n R -i
m

still be i n R .
m

or Rm+i are exclusive events; one of Lk or Lk+i would

We cannot shift the leaf blocks i n any way to exclude at least one full

leaf range inside any block row. T h e m a x i m u m w i d t h for leaf ranges to guarantee
rendering leaves i n every block, therefore, is slightly less t h a n half the w i d t h of a
block.
culled into single horizontal lines instead of drawing the complete subtrees under
all internal nodes, until paths connect to subtrees larger t h a n the block size. W h e r i
we assume the rendering paths of a leaf range are single horizontal lines from culled
subtrees, our horizontal line rendering gaps occur when we do not draw the spatially
highest culled subtree i n a leaf range. Since every path of a leaf range under our
assumption renders into the same block row, we only need to render the path i n a
subtree that is not covered by any other subtree. Therefore, our leaf selection i n
ascent rendering depends on finding the highest subtree possible from any leaf i n
the range, w i t h a restriction that the subtree w i d t h is less t h a n the w i d t h of a block.
F i n d i n g the highest subtree i n a leaf range is not an expensive process. We
do not need to examine each leaf i n the range; the number of leaves to examine per
range is constant, and depends on our ascent checking w i d t h . T h e ascent width
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Figure 3.9: Our rendering choices for dense leaf ranges in ascent rendering affects
the rendering output for horizontal edges in sparse regions. Given the two subtrees
A and B from the figure, both of which are contained in the leaf range highlighted
in blue, we need to choose one horizontal line path from some leaf to the root to
represent both subtrees. Furthermore, the parents of A and B are large enough to
terminate ascent searching since they cannot be represented with the same horizontal
line path. If we choose either leaf in A, we render two nodes high, while rendering
any of the four leaves of B, we render three nodes high. However, rendering A
would prevent us from rendering B, so the line segment marked in red would not
be drawn if we make the poor choice of rendering A. Our ascent rendering process
must ascend all possible subtrees representable with horizontal line paths to render
the spatially tallest subtree, in this case B.
is further discussed in Section 3.2.2.3, which includes choosing an appropriate value
for segment and ascent widths.
Without loss of generality, assume that the leaves in range L are enumerated
from lowest to highest in some vertical direction, from L to Lk, as in Figure 3.10.
s

We begin' by following the path from L to node A, which is the first node that is
s

wider than the ascent width; B is the child of A along the path to L . We store B
s

as the highest subtree, H, for the leaf range, so far, and continue searching L for
higher subtrees.
Each internal node stores the widest leaves under its subtree, so we can find
Li, the maximum leaf under A, in constant time. Furthermore, we can find the
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Figure 3.10: Finding the highest subtree in a leaf range, with leaves L to Lk, which
are not as wide as the segment width shown as the green background. Starting from
L , we ascend the topological tree until we get to the first subtree wider than the
ascent width. In the figure, A is the first subtree wider than the ascent width and
B is the child of A along the path to L ; I do not draw the entire tree in the figure,
only the traversed paths. We find Li, the maximum leaf under A , with a constant
time operation, and continue the process with its neighboring leaf, L \ , which is
under C. Li \ is still in the leaf range, so we ascend again, this time finding C as
the first node that is not as wide as the ascent width. C is spatially lower in the
tree than B, so B is still the node we render for the leaf range. The parent of C has
its maximal leaf outside of the leaf range, so the process is finished; we render from
L to the root of the topological tree.
s

s

s

i +

+

s
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AscentRender Function
input: L = sub-segment leaf range [with leaves L , L + i , . . . Lk]
output: path P rendered from L to tree root
s

s

ra <- L
whilerae L
p <— getParent(n)
while subtree Width (p) < ascentWidth
s

ra <— p

p <— getParent(n)
end while
if nodeHeight(n) > nodeHeight(if)
end if
ra <— getNextLeaf(p)
end while
renderToRoot(getLeafIn(iJ, L))
Figure 3.11: ascentRender ascends a range of leaves L to determine the highest
subtree node H that is not as wide as ascentWidth. Once H is found, a path from
L that is in the subtree under H is rendered towards the root, rendering H along
the path. Here is a description of all variables and functions used: ascentWidth is a
global variable, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.3; subtreeWidth(/V) returns the width
of the subtree under node N; nodeHeight(iV) returns the base grid line coordinate
of N closest to the root; getNextLeaf(iV) returns the leaf adjacent to the maximum
leaf in the subtree under iV; getLeafIn(A , L) returns some leaf Li € L that is under
the subtree of N; and renderToRoot(Lj) renders from leaf L» to the root.
r

adjacent leaf in the next subtree, Li \, to start ascending from next, by using a
+

constant time operation from Li. If Li+\ is not in L, then we are done searching
since A covers L and the leaf range adjacent to L. Otherwise, we follow Lj+i much
like we followed L , updating H if necessary.
s

Once we find H, we render from any L under H to the root, stopping when
we arrive at a previously drawn node. Figure 3.11 gives pseudocode for our ascent
rendering function.
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3.2.2.3 Ascent termination width
In the previous sections, we identify segment and ascent widths as important tree
ascent rendering values. The segment width determines how many leaf ranges must
be made for a given number of vertical blocks and the ascent width determines how
to search for subtrees of a certain threshold width to produce a correct rendering
for horizontal edges. Although we may choose any value less than one-half block for
a segment width, we have identified neither the limitations for an ascent width, nor
the effect of ascent width on our previous segment width restriction. This section
identifies one last rendering problem for dense regions and how appropriate segment
and ascent widths eliminate those drawing gaps.
In Section 3.2.2.1, we noted that segment widths must be smaller than onehalf block to ensure no visible gaps occur in leaves. In Section 3.2.2.2, we use a
rendering function that assumes rendering paths from leaf segments render into the
same row of blocks as the leaf segment. However, upward paths in a subtree are not
straight lines but, depending on the topology, may be very erratic. Similar to our
reasons for segment widths bounded by one-half block, we do not know the position
of subtrees ascended by our ascentRender function relative to on-screen blocks. If
an ascent occurs close to a block boundary, there is the possibility of visible gaps
in dense regions, as shown in Figure 3.12. We notice that this problem may occur
when the sum of segment and ascent widths is larger than one-half block, for exactly
the same reasons given for our original choice of segment width in Section 3.2.2.1.
When the sum of these widths is less than one-half block, we guarantee gap-less
rendering of paths in every block row.
One restriction to the ascent width is that the ascent width a must be at
least as large as the segment width s, as shown in Equation 3.1. If the ascent
width is smaller than the segment width, it is possible to miss the highest subtree
node rooted in the leaf range, as shown in Figure 3.13.

We want to maximize

the segment width since larger leaf ranges result in fewer leaf ranges to process.
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Figure 3.12: Illustration of ascent-related gaps for segment widths of less than onehalf block. The blue region represents a block row, green squares represent the
position and vertical width of two hypothetical adjacent leaf ranges, black lines
represent drawn edges, and the red line represents an edge not chosen for drawing
in the corresponding leaf range. If we choose to render leaves A and B, as shown in
the figure, there will be no gaps at the leaf level for the blue block row. However,
higher in the subtree at internal nodes A' and B', there is a drawing gap, where it
would have been possible to draw internal node C. This gap is possible even when
A' and B' are not as wide as the segment width.
Adding the restrictions of Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2, which states that the
sum of the two widths is less than one-half block, we solve for the segment width
s, in Equation 3.3, with respect to the block width 6. To solve for the ascent width
restriction a in Equation 3.4, we need to use the maximal value of s, 6/4, with both
Equations 3.1 and 3.2; a is exactly 6/4. We arrive at an optimal solution of both
segment and ascent width equal to one-quarter of the block width 6:
a>s

-» a- s > 0

s + a < 6/2 -» 6/2 - s - a > 0
6/2 - 2s > 0 -» s < 6/4
maximize s —> s — 6/4 - » a = 6/4

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

Again, similar to restrictions from Section 3.2.2.1, we do not have an increase
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B

Figure 3.13: If the ascent width is less than the segment width, we may not find
the correct horizontal edge in a leaf range. Using the figure, we ascend subtrees
under nodes A and B in the leaf range highlighted in blue. If we ascend subtree
A using the ascent width, given as the brown line on the left side of the figure, we
terminate on the red line at the root of A; we may assume the parent vertical line
of A is very long. Ascending B in the same manner, we find two more possible
paths, also marked in red; the ascend rendering algorithm would find one of these to
render since the root of subtree B is the first node in B that is wider than the ascent
width. Our algorithm would choose among all red nodes to render, all equally likely
depending on the traversal and layout methods used. However, we know that the
root of B is not covered by subtree A, so we would see a horizontal gap where we
would expect the root of B to be drawn. Therefore, the ascent width must be wider
than the segment width, which would definitely select the highest subtree B that is
contained in the leaf range.
in computational complexity by rendering twice as many leaves. Our pixel-based
resulting rendering performance with quarter-block segment and ascent widths renders'seven times fewer nodes than TJ1 for the large, non-binary animalia trees from
the InfoVis 2003 Contest datasets [28], with only a small increase in the per node
rendering time, as shown in Section 5.2.
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Figure 3.14: A sample node key assignment for a small tree. We can store the subtree
under key 1 as the range [1,7] i n a RangelnTree,

or an individual node such as 2

in [2,2]. Storing a range such as [1,8] is also valid and represents the subtree range
[1,7] combined w i t h node range [8,8]. In T J 2 RangeList
store several RangelnTree

objects, RangelnTree

overlap nor be adjacent to other RangelnTree

collection objects, which

objects are neither allowed to
objects i n the same collection; we

collapse pairs of such ranges into single ranges when possible.

3.3

Marked ranges

In TreeJuxtaposer,

marked ranges are necessary to define regions of interest such

as computed differences, search results, user marked groups, and even mouse-over
highlighted nodes. T h i s section describes the methods used to store marked ranges
for efficient performance of updates when marks change and efficient lookup techniques when marked nodes are drawn.
Nodes i n TreeJuxtaposer are enumerated w i t h

node keys: pre-order, con-

secutive, monotonically increasing integers. T h i s means that for every subtree i n
TreeJuxtaposer, the subtree root node key is smaller than every other node key i n
the subtree, and the entire subtree can be represented by a single range of integers,
from the value of the root node key to the value of one of the leaf nodes i n the
hierarchy. A n example subtree is shown i n Figure 3.14.

T h i s numbering scheme

allows us to efficiently store large subtrees as a pair of integers, i n an object that we
call a RangelnTree.
eral RangeList

A collection of RangelnTree

objects is a RangeList

and sev-

objects are used i n TreeJuxtaposer for operations such as marking,
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resizing, and comparing.
For each RangelnTree

object, nodes are stored either as a subtree or as

single nodes with consecutive node key values. This method of compressing the
amount of information, necessary to store common topological structures such as
large subtrees, is also efficient for range checking operations such as concurrently
deciding the color of several nodes. However, the node key assignment is permanent
and does not allow keys to change after the initialization step. If a single leaf node
is added or deleted, for example, too many nodes would have to be updated to
be efficient. Future TreeJuxtaposer versions, which may support tree editing, will
require new storage techniques that do not rely on the current node key values.
Each RangeList is initially assigned to a marking color, which can be changed
with color selection panel, shown as small color swatches in Figure A.3. RangeList
objects appear as marked with their assigned color in the tree topology; techniques
such as guaranteed visibility, progressive rendering and label placement are used
to ensure visibility of marked ranges as a priority over the normal nodes in the
topology. Highlighted node colors are also priority based, which means mouse-over
highlighted nodes are visible over user marked groups that are visible over search
results that are visible over automatically calculated differences. When rendering
trees, ranges of nodes to be drawn are searched for in each RangeList collection.
Since the lookup process for determining node colors is common with a potentially
large amount of data, storage and recovery of marked ranges for random sets of
nodes must be optimal. This section will examine how ranges were handled in TJ1
in Section 3.3.1, and the changes to handling marked ranges in TJ2 in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.1

Marked ranges in TJ1

There are several inefficient techniques used to store marked ranges in TJ1. Since
the TJ2 rendering process depends on efficient color lookup methods for all nodes
being rendered, these techniques are no longer used in TJ2; I identify them here
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to clarify the contributions of TJ2. The most notable techniques from TJ1 that
we found to be inefficient were: RangeLists not combining adjacent or overlapping
RangelnTree objects for automatically-marked node differences; RangeLists storing RangelnTree

objects in lists; and RangeLists not storing nodes for implicitly

user-marked nodes.
Overlapping and adjacent RangelnTree objects
If the RangeList collections were sorted lists, it would be possible to perform color
lookup operations in time logarithmic to the number of items in the list with a
simple binary search. However, sorting ranges that may overlap in a list is not
trivial. One technique that would allow for easier sorting would be to combine all
pairs of overlapping ranges into one single range; adjacent ranges such as [1,3] and
[4, 5] would also be considered overlapping and can be combined into the range [1,5].
It is trivial to see the space efficiency of storing one range instead of several ranges
for long lists of adjacent nodes, or removing non-unique ranges, but we would also
become more time efficient in both searching a sorted list and searching for elements
in a combined range.
Unoptimized RangeList collections
In TJ1, RangeList objects were simple lists of RangelnTree objects. Since the lists
are not sorted, the color lookup operation, required for each node, has to search the
entire list for an overlapping region. Although it is particularly expensive to look
up a color for nodes known to be marked, unmarked nodes that are drawn also
require color lookups for correctness. The inefficient methods of storage, which lead
to inefficient color lookups, do cache color information for any node examined, while
the user does not change any marks. However, due to the costs of color updates,
this marking scheme does not scale beyond tens of thousands of nodes with many
marked regions.
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Figure 3.15: T J 1 only stores directly marked nodes to reduce the storage required.

fast subtree on the left, and on the right
the indirectly marked nodes appear. T J 1 stores only the subtree fast and does not
store the additional two subtrees mouse and feline from the right tree, but requires
In the example, a user has marked the

its color lookup code, which refreshes cached values after any marks have changed,
to determine the colors of a l l nodes by searching for the corresponding nodes for
each tree i n each list of colors. T J 2 stores all three subtrees so determining colors
i n this way is not necessary. T J 2 color lookup methods are sufficiently fast during
the rendering that per-node color caching is no longer necessary.

RangeList collections store only explicit marks
T J 1 only stores marked ranges that are explicitly marked. T h i s means that for a
two tree comparison, shown i n Figure 3.15, if a user marks the
the left tree, only that subtree is stored i n the

RangeList.

fast subtree on

The

and a l l other nodes marked i n the right tree are not stored i n a

feline subtree

RangeList. T J 1

determines the marking color for each node when the node is rendered, using the
best corresponding node for that node i n every tree. F i n d i n g the marking color for
nodes, after any marks have changed, is a slow operation that must perform a lookup
for each node being drawn, but T J 1 caches node colors to prevent subsequent slow
operations between marking. A l t h o u g h individual node marking for large numbers
of nodes is not a common operation, automated marking that frequently changes
the marked nodes, such as tree differences and search results, do not allow for rapid
updates of marked regions for large trees.
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3.3.2

Marked ranges in TJ2

There were several changes made to improve on the performance of the implementation of marked ranges in TJ1, most notably using a binary tree to sort and store
RangelnTree objects. TJ2 no longer caches results for each node, since color lookup
for ranges of nodes is sufficiently fast; we improve scalability by not caching colors
for each tree node. The efficiency issues mentioned in Section 3.3.1 are dealt with in
the following topics: RangeLists combining adjacent or overlapping RangelnTree
objects; storing RangelnTree objects in binary trees; and RangeList storing nodes
for implicitly user-marked nodes.
Combining adjacent RangelnTree objects
Automated marking from operations like computed differences and search results
often return several adjacent, non-unique, or overlapping RangelnTree

objects, all

of which we refer to as overlapping ranges. TJ2 combines RangelnTree objects by
searching the RangeList binary tree for overlapping ranges, combining any overlapping ranges with the RangelnTree, repeating the process until no more overlapping
ranges are found, and finally adding the new non-overlapping RangelnTree
RangeList.

to the

This repeated searching is necessary with the data structures we use

for our binary tree implementation, namely the Java TreeSet, which cannot return
the entire set of overlapping ranges in a single function call.
RangeList collections as binary trees
We sort the RangelnTree

objects in a binary tree by their minimum node key

values; the sorting criteria could actually use any node key in the range since there
are no overlapping ranges in RangeList binary trees. Since each

RangelnTree

is accessible in time logarithmic to the number of marked items, the performance
improvement is a dramatic improvement for large numbers of marked items, often
resulting from hundreds of either differences or search results.
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Another drawback to using the Java TreeSet class is there is no direct access
function to retrieve members of the tree, so we developed a workaround built into the
RangelnTree comparator function. We use one static RangelnTree object in the
RangeList class, called matchRange. The comparison function for RangelnTree,
compareTo(Object), stores the value of any overlapping range found in the binary
tree by setting the value of matchRange to the node passed to the compareTo
function, before returning true to the calling function. By accessing the matchRange
object, we can get the first overlapping range from the binary tree for removing and
further processing, as described in the previous section. This work-around allows
us to use the built-in Java TreeSet data structures so we do not have to create our
own binary tree implementation. Furthermore, we use this work-around in many
places where binary trees are used in TJ2 and generic accordion drawing, saving the
effort of having to repeatedly re-engineer binary trees.

RangeList collections store all marks
When a user marks a node or subtree, we call that a directly marked node or
subtree, and the tree that this occurs in is the directly marked tree. An indirectly
marked node is also possible when we compare with more than one tree, which occurs in'all trees not directly marked, the indirectly marked trees. TJ1 does not store
the indirectly marked nodes to attempt to save time performing bookkeeping, so it
must recompute the indirect marks for each node after any marking changes occur,
even if the marking does not affect the user marks. For TJ2, we perform the bookkeeping and attempt to store all marks, direct and indirect, to avoid unnecessary
recalculations of node marks for RangeList collections.
After changing marks with multiple trees, TJ1 recomputes the cached colors
for all nodes drawn in every tree; indirectly marked nodes are no exception. The
colors for indirectly marked nodes are determined from their best corresponding
nodes (BCN) in the directly marked nodes, stored in RangeList collections; the
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Figure 3.16: The best corresponding node (BCN) relationship between subtrees is
not always one-to-one. To compute the BCN for a node from the left tree in the right
tree, we need to find the node in the right tree that maximizes the value of number
of similar leaves divided by the number of the union of leaves [24]. As an example,
consider the figure with subtrees A , B, and C conserved between the two trees. The
BCN for each of these subtrees on the left is always the corresponding subtree on
the right; each BCN value is maximum at 1.0 since the set of similar leaves is the
same as the union of leaves. The same is true of the roots of these trees, a and x
since both trees contain the entire set {A, B, C}. However, the BCN for 8 may not
be 6 but could be C if the size of A , B, and C are certain values. For the BCN of
8 to be 6,'Bs= \C\/(\{A,B,C}\)
has to be greater than 8 = \C\/(\{B,C}\),
the
BCN value of 8 for C. Setting |A| = 1, \B\ — 3, and |C| = 1, these calculations
become 8$ — 1/5 and (3c = 1/4, meaning that the BCN of 8 is C on the right-hand
tree. Therefore, directly marking C on the right-hand tree indirectly marks 8 as
well as C on the left hand tree.
C

single color that appears for a given node is found by prioritizing the RangeList
collections. This means that when TJ1 draws a node, it checks the BCN for each
tree for a mark; we assert that there is either a single BCN or no corresponding
node for each tree.
A simple, but incorrect, approach would be to find each BCN in the indirect
trees for each node marked in the directly marked tree, and proactively mark those
corresponding nodes prior to rendering. This method does not mark all nodes in the
indirectly marked trees, as shown in Figure 3.16. Directly marking node C on the
left tree should indirectly mark both the identical node C and its parent S on the
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Figure 3.17: When comparing two trees with the same set of leaves, a directly
marked single node may have a BCN in the second tree, but that second tree may
not have any node that has the directly marked node as a BCN. For example, if
we mark node a in the figure, its BCN in the right-hand tree is node 8 (as =
\{B,C}\/\{A,B,C}\).
However, 6 has a BCN in the left-hand tree of p (Sp = 1.0
and 8 = as)- This means that for the.implementation of marks in TJ1, we would
have not marked any node in the right-hand tree if a was marked. In TJ2, we
perform a back-check from the BCN of a, which is 5, by determining if the BCN of
5, which is /?, is marked in the left-hand tree. Since /3 is not marked, TJ2 does not
mark 5; both TJ1 and TJ2 follow the same marking rules.
a

right tree. The BCN criteria is not one-to-one, so TJ2 requires a slightly different
approach to mark the correct set of nodes.
Since the BCN relationship is not a one-to-one relationship, each potentially
marked node must be examined in the indirectly marked trees for a correspondence
to the directly marked nodes. We can avoid checking every node of all indirectly
marked trees, by searching the neighborhood around the BCN for directly marked
nodes in every tree. If we examine the BCN for all directly marked nodes, we expect
to get a close correspondence to the set of indirectly marked nodes. However, there
are cases when a directly marked node is. not the BCN of any node from another
tree, even with identical leaf sets, as shown in Figure 3.17. This means that when
we examine the BCN of all directly marked nodes, we must back-check the potential
indirectly marked nodes to some directly marked node.
The TJ2 marking process successfully finds all indirectly marked nodes with
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an algorithm that performs back-checks on the B C N of all directly marked nodes.
If an indirectly marked node is found in this way, the parents and children of that
node are also examined recursively for B C N correspondences; indirectly marked
nodes that are already marked are not processed further.

The local checks are

necessary due to the nature of the B C N method used. We notice that indirectly
marked nodes are typically in the neighborhood of other indirectly marked nodes,
since the B C N does not change dramatically in localized regions of a tree structure.
A n explanation of why the B C N is well conserved in localized regions is that the
leaf set in a parent node includes the leaf set in all of its child nodes. Therefore,
the B C N of a directly marked node is typically topologically close to a sufficiently
related neighborhood of nodes, which simply means the B C N value of a directly
marked node is never zero. When a node in the indirectly marked tree is found to
not correspond with any directly marked nodes, such as the example in Figure 3.17,
we do not process the parent or child nodes of the B C N .
Note that it is also possible to mark a single node on one tree, and have more
than one indirectly marked node appear on a second tree. Referring to Figure 3.16
with the subtrees A, B, and C the same size as in the original example, if we mark
node C on the left, C and 5 on the right are marked. This behavior is correct
given our definitions, although it may appear confusing when this is not expected,
especially to those who do not know the subtleties of our B C N algorithm. This
behavior never appeared in TJ1 due to faulty marking in the color caching process
that showed computed differences over all marked nodes, and no colors for indirectly
marked nodes when differences were turned off.

3.4

Topological picking

Users perform navigation in TreeJuxtaposer using a mouse, so when the cursor
is close enough to a tree node, we want to indicate to users that the node has
been selected, or picked. We treat node picking as a simple case of node marking
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by highlighting all BCNs of a selected node when we compare trees; unlike real
marking, we do not perform the back-checking operations, described in Section 3.3.
Since a tree node may be drawn as a single pixel, in either horizontal or vertical
directions, we allow picking to be within a margin of error, which we call the picking
fuzz. The picking fuzz deals with the speed versus accuracy tradeoffs associated
with the exact aiming a pointer at a target, which is known as Fitts' law [10], after
the famous study by Paul Fitts.
We allow the user to be within a distance of five pixels from a selectable
target with our picking fuzz, but also understand that it may not be possible to
disambiguate an intended target in regions where many possible selections are valid.
Therefore, we rely on a user to stretch the region of interest if a desired node is not
pickable with our technique. Our main concern is that users should always be able
to pick a node if there is a single, definitive choice for selection when a mouse pointer
is in a screen location close enough to pick it.
TJ1 is able to pick most nodes of trees, using quadtree structures, but could
get stuck trying to pick certain sub-pixel tree nodes [5]. These nodes, often in
vertically very small grid cells, are usually adjacent to a cell of the quadtree that was
descended but was not able to pick a node. Quadtree cells that are descended are the
most likely candidates since the current mouse location is in the correct quadtree cell
quadrant, but no tree edges are in that quadrant within the picking fuzz distance to
the mouse location. However, the non-descended nodes in an adjacent quadtree cell
could have been near enough to the mouse, but these nodes were already discounted
by the quadtree picking algorithm. The quadtree picking algorithm lacks backtracking capabilities to search other quadtree cell candidates.
An important design concept is that picking algorithms should be structurally
similar to rendering algorithms. The similarity assists in providing intuitive picking
with visible objects: visible objects can be picked and all pickable objects are visible.
As shown in our picking algorithm in Figure 3.18, TJ2 uses the cell layout described
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Picking Function
input: mouse screen position M — (X, Y)
root TreeNode T — (kids, cell) where
kids =
{T ,Ti,...,T„_i}
Cell — (Xrriin,
X x,Y i ,Y )
0

rrLa

output: picked TreeNode T(x,y)>

a

rn n

rnax

node close to

(X,Y)

stack S <— 0
S.push T

while 5 ^ 0
AT <- S.pop
if (X, Y) over edge of N

then return iVend if
xMin <r- N.cell.Xmin
if N.isLeaf() or N.cell.bounds(Y) or xMin > X
continue
end if
k <— B i n a r y Search ( N.kids, Y )
if jfc > 0
S.push Afe_i
r

end if

if A; < n - 1
•S.push A^fc+i

end if

.S.push AT*,

end while
return 0

Figure 3.18: Picking function that descends tree T from the topological root node
of T until a tree edge close enough to mouse coordinates (X, Y) is found. A stack
S is used for backtracking if a descent is unable to find a tree edge; at each step
,of the descent, the siblings to the immediate left and right of the next node to
be checked are pushed onto S. We use binary search to select the next node for
descent, if appropriate, using N.kids, the children of the current cell, and the mouse
Y coordinate. For every function that we use for distance comparisons, including:
BinarySearch; Y w i t h i n the cell of ./V; and mouse over edge of N, we apply a picking
fuzz, to satisfy F i t t s ' law.
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in Section 3.1.1 to descend the cell structure until it finds the cell that contains the
mouse pointer. However, as the algorithm descends in the tree hierarchy, it adds
the immediate left and right siblings to a stack. If the algorithm is unable to find
a node in the hierarchy after descending, it pops a node off the stack and continues
descent searching with that node. Some subtleties of this algorithm are the stopping
criteria, how child nodes are selected for descent, and how the picking fuzz is used
to allow descent on siblings that are close enough to the mouse pointer.
The algorithm works by checking the bounds of the current grid cell with
the mouse pointer coordinates. If the vertical range of the current cell contains
the mouse pointer, then we know that a potential selected node is in one of three
places: an ancestor of the current cell, the current cell itself, or a descendant of the
current cell. Since we start descending from the root cell, we know that once we
process a parent cell and determine that the horizontal mouse coordinate is spatially
lower in the topological tree hierarchy, the selected cell is either the current cell or
some descendant. Finally, if the current cell does not contain the horizontal mouse
pointer, we know that a descent is necessary. Our stopping criteria for picking would
therefore be that there are no pickable nodes in the cell that "the mouse pointer is
found in after a sufficient horizontal descent; the algorithm would then use the stack
to continue searching.
T J 2 is able to deal with n-ary trees, so picking a child to descend is not
trivially "left or right" as it would be in a binary tree. We know that the current
node being examined has some descendant node that has a cell which contains the
mouse pointer. To find the appropriate child to descend, we perform a binary search
on the child nodes, using the mouse pointer location as our searching value. Once
we select the child node for descending, we push its immediate siblings onto the
back-tracking stack.
We use the picking fuzz to descend siblings that do not exactly bound the
mouse coordinate with their vertical cell range. We know, when descending the
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topology, that if we do not find an appropriate node for picking when we reach the
end of our criteria, we need to search with the back-tracking stack. It is sufficient
to place only one sibling in each direction for a descent since the adjacent cells are
not empty and the adjacent edges are either within the picking fuzz or too far to
pick. Finally, a node will only be pushed onto the stack at most once; back-tracking
would follow a different path that could not possibly re-select nodes from previous
descent attempts.
Our picking algorithm requires time linear in the height of the tree. This
time complexity is not a problem for most tree types, and picking has been shown
to be sufficiently fast on the deepest trees TJ2 is currently able to support, which
are over 1000 nodes deep. One important note about picking in deep trees is that
recursive picking methods quickly run out of stack-frame memory, which is why our
methods use a Java-based stack that we can place on the heap. Other methods that
use recursion on the height of the dataset topology, such as the tree parsing library,
should also be written without recursion, and are currently the limitation to the
depth of trees we would otherwise be capable of loading.
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Chapter 4
A c c o r d i o n

D r a w i n g

This chapter describes the advantages of using an Accordion Drawing (AD) infrastructure to develop new information visualization applications. AD applications
have features such as guaranteed visibility, global Focus+Context, and progressive
rendering, which all aid in the understanding and analysis of many different dataset
types. We can easily develop new AD applications with these key information
visualization features with a minimal amount of work in non-application specific
functionality.
In this chapter, I focus on our improved motion algorithm for AD grids,
which is numerically stable and correct over large amounts of grid movement. I
also describe the split line hierarchy in detail, as well as how we use the hierarchy
to efficiently perform generic operations used by applications such as TJ2. I then
present the details for a single split line motion in our grid hierarchy, which is shown
to be capable of several key features to ensure order, stability, and efficiency in our
split line hierarchy. Finally, I present our algorithm that allows for concurrent
motion of several split lines with minimal split line hierarchy updates. Our new
algorithm is just as efficient as TJ1 motion, and ensures that TJ2 motions do not
cause ordering inconsistencies in our split line hierarchy, which are present in T J l
methods from lack of numerical precision.
In the remainder of this section, I details the AD mechanics from T J l . Then
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in Section 4.1, I describe our reshapable split line infrastructure. Section 4.2 describes our generic rendering infrastructure for pixel-based rendering, and Section 4.3
describes numerically stable AD navigation.
General accordion drawing mechanics
I begin by discussing the general mechanics of AD that persist between TJ1 and TJ2
implementations. Although both applications consider tree topologies for rendering,
this section focuses on a more general approach of a reshapable grid.
We grow and shrink areas on rendered datasets using movable lines in a two
dimensional plane, which has a growing effect for one region while shrinking the
region on the other side of the moving line; the horizontal and vertical lines are
independently movable boundaries of interaction boxes. Growing or shrinking
is performed on the base grid of such lines, the set of all lines that form the grid,
called split lines. When we grow or shrink an interaction box region between a
pair of split lines, the AD infrastructure grows or shrinks the areas of cells between
each pair of split lines in the region with equal ratios. This equal ratio can be seen
in Figure 4.2, where a split line has vertically squished the region below a moving
split line while vertically stretching the region of interest inside the interaction box.
Interaction boxes themselves are a rectangular arrangement of a set of base grid
cells, which are the smallest individual regions of space on the base grid bounded
by four split lines.
Figure 4.1 shows a uniform split line grid of base grid cells, the typical initial
state of an AD application, with an interaction box that I have selected. There
are no restrictions on the initial properties or distribution of split lines for applications; developers of applications are responsible for defining their own split line
arrangements if a uniform grid is not desired. After the base grid is created with
application-specific dimensions, applications typically lay out and draw a canonical,
uniformly scaled view of their datasets on the grid. Typically, the split lines them-
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Figure 4.1: An initial uniform split line layout for AD applications, which appears
as a grid of base grid cells separated by split lines. I have selected an interaction
box, shown in grey in the upper left corner of the grid with a dot marking the center
of the box, which is shown stretched in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
selves are not drawn as shown in the figure, and application-specific nodes appear
within regions of base grid cells.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the interaction box from in Figure 4.1 stretched
in the vertical direction and stretched in both directions, respectively. When we
shrink an area of base grid cells, data in that area may be compressed to a size that
is smaller a block, the smallest feature size for drawable elements. AD applications
handle over-compression of drawable data with culling, or choosing a representation
of the data for that compressed region. The AD framework conveys information to
the application-specific drawing procedures about the position and size of base grid
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Figure 4.2: The interaction box in the grid of Figure 4.1 stretched vertically towards
the bottom of the display. This stretching: does not affect above the interaction box;
stretches between the top and bottom edges of the interaction box; and compresses
below the interaction box. All stretching is uniform over each of the distorted
regions.
cells, and the application determines how to draw in the current state of the base
grid.

4.1

Split line infrastructure

In T J l , a version of TreeJuxtaposer that featured the original implementation of AD,
spatial subdivisions of the navigation space are created from a quadtree structure.
Each T J l quadtree cell, a quad-cell, stores a pair of split values used to allocate
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Figure 4.3: The interaction box from Figures 4.1 and 4.2 stretched both vertically
and horizontally towards the bottom-right of the display. Notice the stretching does
not affect the grid in the section above and to the left of the interaction box, but
has been stretched and shrunk in other regions of the display adjacent to, and inside
of, the interaction box.
space to child quad-cell nodes; one value is for a horizontal split line, the other
for a vertical counterpart, as shown in Figure 4.4.

The split values, between 0

and 1, are a relative offset with respect to the quad-cell boundaries. Split lines
are global grid divisions as shown in Figure 4.1, and quad-cells reference the split
lines for their boundaries and their movable split line. Several quad-cells reference
the same split line since many parts of the quad-cell hierarchy descend into similar
regions. For example, the quad-cells that divide the leaf nodes all reference the split
line that defines the right edge common to all leaves. However, T J l only caches
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Figure 4.4: A quad-cell structure from implementation of AD in T J l . Left: the
split lines x and y, along with the boundaries of this cell, define the boundaries for
the four child quad-cells of this cell. The split lines are movable and each quad-cell
maintains the location of its two component split lines with a relative split value;
the split value is a normalized ratio between zero and one. The split value for the
horizontal subdivision in a quad-cell, for example, is the value of (x XQ)/(X\ — XQ),
which is the relative distance between the split line and the minimum boundary
with respect to the size of the cell. The relative split values are used to compute the
absolute location of split lines during rendering. M i d d l e : the recursive structure of
quad-cells means that the quadrants of any quad-cell can hold one quad-cell each.
The bottom right cell has been subdivided, producing four new quad-cells out of
one larger quad-cell. The new quad-cells use x, x\, y, and y\ as their boundaries.
Right: all four quadrants subdivided. Notice how the bottom right and top right
subdivisions share the position of a vertical subdivision. Quadtrees are less efficient
for AD than a simple grid because of these redundancies.
—

split line positions for grid quadtree cells and does not cache the positions for split
lines themselves; any split line that is referenced by more than one quadtree cell is
updated with the same value for each reference.
Another quadtree inefficiency, described by Beermann et al. [5] for trees but
applicable to any AD application, is that each quad-cell wastes substantial memory
because they are all identical structures, with four pointers to child quad-cells. They
point out that quad-cells are used unnecessarily at the leaf tree node level; leaves are
the lowest quad-cells, do not have children, and are the majority of all tree nodes
in a typical dataset. Creating a new type of quad-cell for those tree nodes saves
memory in their implementation of quadtree-based TJC.
However, Beermann et al. also present a second approach that uses a simple
grid layout for spatial subdivisions. Their grid method extracts the split lines from
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the quad-cells and removes quadtrees entirely with grid-cell objects, tree nodes in
TreeJuxtaposer, defined by their bounding split lines in the grid. The use of a
regular grid layout for spatial subdivision, which is shown to load trees that are
three times larger in an equal amount of memory, provides a convincing argument
for not using quadtrees for AD in general.
We generalized the AD infrastructure from T J l , and TJ2 is built using this
generic API, as discussed in Chapter 3. Our infrastructure improvements are detailed in this section: abstracting the split lines from application specific topological
layouts in Section 4.1.1; generalizing horizontal and vertical split line components
providing a flexible API for new AD applications in Section 4.1.2; and storing the
split lines in a tree hierarchy for efficient updates in Section 4.1.3.
4.1.1

Abstracting split lines

In order to use a grid-based generic navigation infrastructure, we need to ensure applications are capable of performing critical tasks such as layout, rendering, culling,
and picking. All of these four tasks have application-specific components, but since
each task depends on location of data in our grid structure, we must provide support
each task with our AD infrastructure.
Dataset nodes, entities of datasets that provide the lowest-level dataset details, are assigned to a grid cell, which is a rectangle described by four split lines for
the top, bottom, left, and right sides. Each node of a dataset is typically assigned
to a grid cell when the dataset is initially loaded; this is not a requirement and the
dynamic assignment of dataset nodes to grid cells is an interesting area of future
work. In my thesis, we will restrict node layout in AD by only permitting layouts on
grids with known dimensions; the parsing process for TreeJuxtaposer can determine
how many horizontal and vertical split lines are necessary. When laying out data
in AD, we place nodes in the grid where necessary, as described in Section 3.1.1,
by partitioning the grid in a much more flexible manner than the methods in T J l .
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Other AD data mapping techniques used by PowerSet Viewer, presented in [25], are
capable of dynamic layouts of data, but this topic is beyond the scope of my thesis.
Rendering a dataset and culling data elements are related tasks since culling
is a function of the rendering process; all rendering requires knowledge of the location
of a specific item in a particular region of screen space. Our rendering approaches
in TJ2 are topology-based, but the dataset-specific rendering functions collect information about screen position and node size using the cell layout. As mentioned
in the TJ2 rendering section, Section 3.2, a node is rendered only if the cell in
which it renders in is larger than a culling limit. The AD infrastructure assists
the application-specific topology-based rendering and finds the culling limitations
for ranges of nodes stored in ranges of split lines. For example, the infrastructure
provides TJ2 with the desired segmentation-width partition of grid cells used to cull
leaf ranges into single leaf renderings.
Picking is topology-based for TJ2, as shown in Section 3.4, but for application
datasets that may lack an inherent topology, we want to use the infrastructure of
split lines to pick dataset objects. Section 4.1.3 describes a hierarchy that we may
use for generic picking when datasets are unstructured.
4.1.2

Separate horizontal and vertical split lines

Quadtree-based AD applications, such as T J l , combine horizontal and vertical components in one data structure. Quadtree AD makes development of applications that
either only require one-dimensional AD, or commonly have datasets with very mismatched quantities of horizontal and vertical split lines, difficult or inefficient to
implement. Figure 4.5 shows how two one-dimensional arrays of split lines contribute to the two-dimensional grid structure of AD applications such as TJ2.
The quad-cellstructures used by T J l may be modified to use one-dimensional
accordions, but were optimized for two-dimensional, planar AD. Beermann et al. [5]
show that there are several advantages to using one-dimensional data structures for
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Figure 4.5: The combination of the horizontal x split line set with four movable
split lines and the vertical y split line set with two movable split lines forms a
grid of fifteen split line cells. The grid formed is the spatial subdivision used in
TJ2; compare this grid with the subdivision method of quadtree cells in T J l , in
Figure 4.4.
split line storage with two TreeJuxtaposer reimplemented applications called TJC
and TJC-Q. Their most substantial results in memory reduction were in TJC, which
distinguished the horizontal and vertical split lines as separate entities. TJC is three
times more memory efficient than TJC-Q, their version of TreeJuxtaposer that uses
quadtree structures.
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Figure 4.6: The split lines XQ through XQ are stored in a balanced binary tree
hierarchy; the boundary split lines x i and x
are not stored in the hierarchy.
This storage is analogous to the quadtree hierarchy in T J l where each cell of the
quadtree stored a pair of relative split positions. The one-dimensional storage of
split lines in TJ2 is more flexible than quadtree storage, allowing applications to be
created that only require one-dimensional accordions.
m

4.1.3

n

m a x

Tree hierarchy for split lines

Split lines are stored in a balanced tree hierarchy. Upon determining the number of
split lines necessary for a particular accordion direction, horizontal or vertical, we
create a binary tree, as shown in Figure 4.6. The binary tree is organized with the
center split line, the split line with half the number of total split lines on either side,
as the root. Recursively, the tree represents progressively smaller regions to either
side of a central split line.
The split line tree operates hierarchically much like the quadtree structure
in T J l . With this structure, split lines can be interpreted as either lines or regions,
as shown in Figure 4.7.

D is free to move inside the largest red box, since it is

bounded to movements within the boundaries of the entire visualization. The two
child split lines, B and E, split the regions left and right of D, and other split lines
further split those regions. Movements of a B are bounded by its parent; it is free
to move only in its brown box, which is always bounded on the right by D, and on
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Figure 4.7: The split line boundaries for a simple seven split line example show how
split lines can be represented by lines in a hierarchy or recursive-bounding regions.
Each split line is color coded, bounded by a region of the same color, can move left
and right in its box, and cannot leave its region. Moving a split line in the lowest
levels of the hierarchy, A, C, or F, does not affect the absolute positions of any other
split lines. Moving B, however, affects the absolute position of A and C , which share
B as a boundary; when B moves, the relative position of A and C in their respective
regions does not change, but the size of the regions change with B. Furthermore,
moving D affects all split line absolute positions, even A and F, which do not have
D as a boundary. The raw movements of split lines, as described, are transparent to
applications, which only request legal split line movements in absolute [0,1] screen
coordinates.
the left by the boundary split line. C, the right child of B, is bounded by both D
and B, and so on. Neither B nor C may cross over each other, and neither may
cross over D; split lines always remain ordered and never leave their boundaries.
As lines, split lines are ordered in the hierarchy between their adjacent neighbors and can be indexed as such; the ordering of split lines never changes after
initialization. As regions, split line domains, halving for each layer in the hierarchy
with the root representing the entire domain, represent their region of movement
for both the split line contained within and, recursively, the domains of their descendants. The split line hierarchy is a critical structure for the contained lines and
regions since the hierarchy is used to both calculate the absolute position of lines
for cell positions and control the navigation.
Each split line stores a relative position between its boundaries, in its domain.
To compute an absolute screen position, the relative positions of all ancestors of a
split line are required; the absolute value is cached and only computed on demand
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AbsolutePosition Function
input: split line S
output: screen position in [0,1]
pos <— S.getRelPosQ
while S ^ root
P <— S.getParentQ
if P.isChildLeft(S)
pos <— pos x P.getRelPosQ
else
pos *- (pos x (1 - P.getRelPosQ)) + P.getRelPosQ
end if
S<-'P
end while
return pos
Figure 4.8: AbsolutePosition function that ascends the split line hierarchy from
split line S to determine the position of S relative to the visualization boundaries. The function getRelPosQ returns the relative position of a split line and
P.isChildLeft(S) returns true if S is the left child of P in the split line hierarchy.
In practice, this function is recursive and the absolute positions of all split lines are
cached as they are computed.
when split lines have moved. The recursive calculation of the absolute location of a
split line is shown in Figure 4.8.

4.2

Generic A D rendering

infrastructure

Rendering in AD applications is a discretization process that maps the infiniteprecision drawing of an object to block-level precision. The core rendering algorithm
is linear in the number of blocks, unlike AD in T J l , which was more dependent on
the size and structure of the dataset. More specifically, generic AD methods perform
TJ2 tree rendering with a time complexity of 0(b x d), where b is the number of
v

v

vertical blocks and d is the maximum depth of the tree topology.
AD rendering mechanics operate with a three-stage structure: partitioning,
discussed in Section 4.2.1, where an application-specific set of split lines is divided
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into renderable ranges; s e e d i n g , discussed i n Section 4.2.2, where the partitioned
split line ranges and marked ranges are arranged i n an order appropriate for drawing;
and d r a w i n g , discussed i n Section 4.2.3, where a set of nodes is drawn for both the
marked ranges and each partitioned, seeded split line range. A l t h o u g h seeding and
drawing are more application-specific than partitioning, the general structure of all
three stages follow a set of basic functional constraints for each A D application.

4.2.1

Partitioning stage

E a c h A D application that uses two independent sets of split lines to form a grid,
like the horizontal and vertical split line sets used i n T J 2 , must decide which set
to partition.

For tree drawing applications, it is only possible to partition i n the

direction of the leaves since leaves may be followed to their set of ancestors, or ancestors to their descendants. T h e orthogonal direction i n T J 2 , i n the direction of
the topological height, has no linked structure analogous to topological associations.
Other A D applications, that do not render a tree structure, such as SequenceJuxtaposer [35], would of course follow any imposed hierarchy or use knowledge of the
application domain to determine which split line set to partition; determining the
most appropriate set to partition is beyond the scope of my thesis.
Also associated w i t h the application domain is the m a x i m u m partition size,
also known as the segment size, often associated w i t h the block size, which is the
m i n i m u m feature size for application drawing.

In the specific case of T J 2 tree

rendering, for example, a segment size of one-quarter the block size is required for
gapless rendering, as discussed i n Section 3.2.2.
Once an application requests the partition of a split line w i t h a segment size,
A D begins a process that recursively descends the split line hierarchy until the split
line domain w i d t h is smaller than the segment size; the first partitions smaller than
the segment size are stored i n a partition list. If a descent i n the split line hierarchy
reaches the leaves of the split line hierarchy without finding a split line domain
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smaller than the segment size, the single split line leaf is enqueued in the partition
list.
4.2.2

Seeding stage

Seeding the partitioned list of split line ranges into the rendering queue is the second
stage of AD rendering. The seeding process is the key component of AD that
provides progressive rendering support. Drawing important objects first, which is
customizable for differing application domains, shows landmarks in the visualization
and allows user-directed interaction on partial scene renderings. Applications that
do not use progressive rendering techniques for interaction, or render the entire scene
in a single frame, do not require an explicit drawing order but are seeded similarly.
The seeding process is an 0 { b + m) process where b is the number of blocks in the
v

v

partition and m is the number of marked groups.
Prior to rendering a scene, the rendering queue is initially populated with
the set of marked nodes. Next, the application adds each of the partitioned ranges
in order. If a user interaction box is present, the application prioritizes the partitioned ranges corresponding to that region by placing them before all other ranges
in the rendering queue. Although our naive seeding method iterates through each
of the partitioned ranges to add them to the rendering queue for this process, this
does not add a large time overhead; non-progressive rendering should not perform
the iteration and could gain performance increases, but non-progressive rendering
optimizations are an area of future work and not analyzed here. This seeding order
is expected by the next stage in AD rendering: the drawing process.
4.2.3

Drawing stage

Drawing is the final stage in our generic AD rendering infrastructure. Using the
seeded queue from the previous stage, each marked range, described for T J 2 in
Section 3.3, is rendered immediately. Since fast rendering techniques, such as marked
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range skeletons for TJ2, or simple aggregations for contiguous marked ranges are
used, AD attempts to draw each marked range in a single frame.
For a large number of marked ranges, the brute-force marked range rendering techniques may take too long to render, but adding progressive rendering time
checks may impede this rendering too much. As shown in Section 5.4, marking a
whole 190,265 node tree while compared to a 198,623 node tree in TJ2 with many
differences adds about 200 milliseconds to the rendering time for both trees. Without adding progressive rendering to marked region drawing, we could seed fewer
marked ranges, like T J l , but this is another area of future work.
After marks are drawn according to the seeding queue, AD drawing draws
the dataset nodes, one set of nodes per range of split lines, in the seeded order.
Drawing from a one-dimensional split line range into a two-dimensional grid is another application-specific process. The node drawing for TJ2 is described in detail
in Section 3.2, which describes how tree rendering starts from ranges of leaves and
renders towards the root node.
Applications that do not render trees may use one split line range as an
outer-loop and the second split line range as an inner-loop for an iterative rendering
process over the base grid surface. By partitioning along both sets of split lines,
such applications may aggregate their datasets into a coarse grid of blocks that can
be rendered in 0 ( b

v

x bh) time, for a horizontal number of blocks bh and vertical

number of blocks b . Identifying other interesting topological structures for drawing
v

in new AD applications, such as applications like SequenceJuxtaposer [35], is left to
future work.

4.3

A D navigation

This section describes the user-driven distortion-based navigation of AD. The generic
base grid structure undergoes distortions similar to the methods used in T J l AD,
but our methods are more numerically stable. In this section, I first describe how
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a single split line can move in the split line hierarchy. The techniques for moving
the line are discussed, with emphasis on how the movement transaction achieves
numerical stability and its correct movement position. I then describe an extension
that allows multiple simultaneous split line motion in AD, again with correctness
and stability analysis.
4.3.1

Moving one split line

We accomplish navigation and zooming in AD applications by repositioning split
lines in such a way that the cells on one side of the split line appear to stretch,
while cells on the other side are squished. We perform the stretching and squishing
actions according to our hierarchical split line tree, which provides an algorithm
for motion that performs with time complexity of 0(log(n)), where n is the total
number of split lines. The case of moving one split line, the target, from an initial
position to a final position within the range of the split line boundaries, is the basis
for all navigation in AD applications.
Unlike T J l , our algorithm descends the split line hierarchy tree towards the
target split line instead of ascending towards the root, moving each split line encountered to its final position. The final relative local position of each of the 0(log(n))
split lines in the path is calculated in 0(1) time with linear interpolation between
the target and an ancestor split line, where n is the total number of split lines in the
hierarchy. Once our algorithm reaches the target split line in the hierarchy, we move
it to its final position and the recursion stops. The algorithm,

moveSingleSplitLine,

is shown in Figure 4.9.
In order to show generic movement in AD works, we show that the following
four properties hold for the motion of a split line, when we move a single target split
line to some final position:
1. a target split line can be moved anywhere in the bounds of the window;
2. all split lines remain ordered during a transition;
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moveSingleSplitLine Function
input: split line 5,'at its initial position S.i
output: S moved to S.f, the final position of S
L <— minBoundary
R <— maxBoundary
C *— getCenterSplit(L, R)
while S^C
if CisChildLeft(S)
Cf - ( m f ) x (R.f - S.f) + S.f
R^C
else
L.f) + L.f
L^-C
end if
CmoveFromTo(C.i, Cf)
C <— getC enter Split(L, R)
end while
S.moveFromTotS.i, S.f)
Figure 4.9: moveSingleSplitLine function that descends the split line hierarchy
from the domain between the minBoundary and maxBoundary split lines, where
the root split line is bounded, to the target split line S. At each step, the center C is
found in its domain [L, R]. If C is the target S, we move S to its final position with
moveFromTo. Otherwise, the final position for C, Cf, is calculated depending on
the location of S relative to C. C is then moved from C.i to Cf, a new boundary
[L, R] is created with C, and the process continues until S is found. All positions i
and / are global, relative to minBoundary = 0, and maxBoundary = 1.
3. each motion step positions half of the remaining split lines;
4. cells may become stretched when they should be squished during a transition,
but they are in the correct final position when the algorithm is finished.
Property 1: Target split line can move anywhere in visualization
A user must be able to move any split line from any starting location to any ending
location within the domain of the entire visualization. We must ensure that the
split lines are movable enough, without breaking our ordering restriction. Suppose
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stretch region

squish region

Figure 4.10: The absolute distances between split lines in a region being stretched
grow with respect to the distance that split line moves away, but the relative distances between all split lines in [XL, XC] do not change when split line xc moves
towards XR. AS xc moves, xs moves away from XL since xs is in a stretch region,
but * ^-x
i
constant. Since the resizing of cells, caused by movement of xs,
is uniform on both sides, moveSingleSplitLine from Figure 4.9 can complete half
of the split line movements for [XL, XR] in each step of its outer loop.
S

L

r e m a

n s

a split line, xs, moved from near XL to near XR, in Figure 4.10. We see that this is
possible by moving the ancestors of xs all towards XR, which drags xs towards XR.
This extreme action also conserves the relative distances among all nodes on either
side of xs, so if we drag xs back to where it was initially, there are no distortions
in the nodes between either 2:5 and XR, or XL and xsP r o p e r t y 2: Split lines remain ordered

Observing Figure 4.7, we note that the red central split line D is capable of moving in its own domain, and every other split line under D in the hierarchy is either squished or stretched in its respective half of the domain of D. Since the
moveSingleSplitLine algorithm in Figure 4.9 only moves either S or C in its domain, it is not possible for those movements to exit their boundaries or cause other
split lines to become disordered. The recursive division step of using C to form the
new boundary is further protection from moving split lines out of order.
Care must still be taken in practice, however, since numerical roundoff errors
have been observed with deep recursion into innnitesimally small cells. We do not
have stopping criterion for preventing numerical errors, but have eliminated errors
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with our densest datasets by imposing a limit on squishing the cells. Currently, we
prevent a user from squishing any region of the visualization beyond one percent of
the width or height of the drawing canvas, so regions cannot be squished out of view,
which provides a minimum rendering size and guaranteed visibility of all regions.
One positive side effect of the minimum rendering size prevents numerical errors
that might occur when regions are squished to infinitesimally small sizes. However,
we realize that constraint does not stop numerical errors with sufficient squishing
effort. Using a stopping criteria on recursion in moveSingleSplitLine

to limit the

smallest cell width to some precision may work in theory, but it has yet to be tested.
Property 3: Each motion step positions half of the remaining split lines
This property is more of a statement of efficiency than of correctness: we move a
minimal number of split lines with simple calculations in each step of our motion
algorithm. We achieve logarithmic performance because the absolute, rendered distances between all split lines on either side of a cental split line change with respect
to the movement of that split line. Since moving the target split line conceptually
resizes cells uniformly on either side, either by squishing or shrinking, the central
split line is able to move to its final position, and in doing so, half of the cells are
resized with each step in moveSingleSplitLine

in Figure 4.9. Referring to Fig-

ure 4.10, we see that the region [xc, XR], the half of [XL, XR] without target xs,
can all be resized and ignored once xc has been moved. Our calculation of Cf in
moveSingleSplitLine

determines the final position of xc with a simple rescaling

with respect to initial and final positions of xs in [xi, XR\.
Property 4: Cells may stretch before they shrink
Before the algorithm starts an iteration, we can look at the current state of the
motion to see how some regions can be moved several times and still approach their
intended final distortion from the original. Consider the state of the split lines in
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R,

stretch region

-oHa-

squish region

Figure 4.11: A user has moved split line xs to the right, and the current state
of running moveSingleSplitLine

from Figure 4.9 has calculated that xc

should

move to the right. Regions Ro, Ri, and R2 are labeled sections of interest for this
movement.

Ro is the region [xc, XR] that is deformed, i n this case squished, but

not recursed through.

R\ is stretched when xc moves toward X R , but should be

stretched more before the algorithm finishes. R2 is also stretched when xc

moves

toward XR, but should be squished before algorithm finishes.

Figure 4.11, where xs is the target split line we wish to move towards X R , which is
the right boundary for xc, the current center split line.
T h e motion algorithm, moveSingleSplitLine,

determines that xc

should

move toward XR. We know that of the regions Ro, Ri, and R2, the movement of
xs should cause R\ to grow and the other two regions to shrink uniformly. O u r
algorithm then shrinks all split lines i n Ro since xs is left of xc, and at this point,
all split lines i n [xc, XR] are resized and i n their correct final absolute positions.
However, that rightward move of xc stretches R2 and does not stretch Ri
because xs is not moved to its final correct place i n [xr,, xc]-

enough

C a n we be certain

that subsequent iterations are sufficient to correct this "mistake" and resize Ri and
i?2 properly?
We can look at i ? i and R2 concurrently and see that although cells i n both
regions have been resized insufficiently, we are indeed approaching the intended
outcome. T h e location of split lines i n Ri and R2 are still i n the region that has
yet to be finalized, so we need to examine the effects of several iterations through
moveSingleSplitLine,

down the hierarchy. If running the algorithm is only able to

resize regions uniformly between xs and the immediately following iteration bound-
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aries, then our algorithm performs properly w i t h subsequent uniform movements
using the center split lines.
We know Ro, the half of the hierarchy that does not get descended, is always
correctly rescaled to its final size, through a uniform rescaling. Similarly, the side
that our algorithm descends is uniformly scaled when xc moves. Because previous
resizings of i?i and R2 have been resized identically since they are i n the same
domain descended by our algorithm, the final split line movement of target xs

will

ultimately correct the insufficient movements noticed i n the intermediate stages of
the recursion.

T h i s means that although the intermediate movements of i?i and

i ? 2 do not seem correct, the combined region is scaled uniformly and subsequently
descended, which guarantees the next iterations will properly scale the areas on b o t h
sides of its center split line.

4.3.2

M o v i n g several split lines

Unlike T J l , T J 2 uses an algorithm capable of moving several split lines simultaneously. M o t i o n i n T J l consists of an algorithm that moves each split line i n t u r n by
performing operations similar to the T J 2

moveSingleSplitLine algorithm. T h e T J l

algorithm starts at a split line, moves it a small fraction i n its movement domain,
then ascends to its parent to move it, and so on. T h i s algorithm does not scale well:
it moves split lines high i n the quadtree hierarchy several times, once for every split
line descendant being moved.

These repeated adjustments high i n the hierarchy

lead to numerical instability.
For k moving split lines i n n total split lines, although T J l only moves

0(k log(n)) split lines, it moves the root of the hierarchy k times. In T J 2 , we have
developed an algorithm capable of moving w i t h the same time complexity, but only
moving the root and any other split line at most once, producing a numerically
stable motion solution capable of moving more split lines accurately.

Instead of

ascending the hierarchy, T J 2 descends, moving each split line as it progresses, much
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like the single split line movement moveSingleSplitLine from Figure 4.9.
Both T J l and TJ2 must compute the initial and final positions of the split
lines being moved; these split lines are not the only split lines being moved but are
the split lines specified by the resizing action. Assuming that we have a subset N
of split lines, with initial positions N.i, that move in the set A of all split lines, an
application-specific resizing function determines which regions between split lines in
N either grow or shrink. AD functions provide assistance to the growing process
by determining the new sizes for a set of regions, given a specified region growth
rate; the shrinking function also uses growing functions, after inverting the set of
regions. After computing the new sizes for each region in N, we determine the final
locations of all split lines, N.f, by placing the regions in order starting from the
minBoundary until the last region is placed at the maxBoundary.
The reconstruction process for calculating N.f also ensures minimum region
sizes, for guaranteed visibility, are adhered to by not shrinking regions smaller than
the minimum context size. For operations that wish to shrink regions smaller than
the minimum context size, either the growing process does not proceed, or a limited amount of growing that does not violate the minimum size is allowed. The
moveSplitLineSet algorithm in Figure 4.12 starts after calculating N.f.
Three interesting cases in moveSplitLineSet are shown in Figure 4.13. The
termination case for recursion is shown as the left figure; there are no movable split
lines from N in region [A[stort], A[end]], so recursion stops: the region in question
has already been resized. The center figure shows the case where there are split
lines in L4[s£ar£], A[end]] and the center line C is in the set of movable split lines
N. Similar to moving a single split line, we know that C is some split line in N
and therefore, the final position Cf has already been computed during the region
preprocessing and is stored as n.f for some n £ N. However, unlike the single split
line case, which would terminate after this case, recursion continues on both sides
of C. Finally, in the right image when C £ N, we find L £ N and R G N, the two
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moveSplitLineSet function
input: N C A — list of split lines to move
where
A is the set of all split lines
A.i initial positions, N.f final positions are known
start = index into A, initially 0
end = index into A, initially A.size
output: A moved to final positions A.f
C <- A[\(start + end)/2~\]
if N.nodesIn(start + 1, end — 1) = 0
return
' else if C $ N
(L, R) <— N.neighbors(C)
C.f^(&ft)x{R.f-L.f)
+ L.f
end if
C.moveFromTo(C.i, Cf)
mov e Split Line Set(N, start, C.index)
mov e Split Line Set(N, C.index, end)
Figure 4.12: moveSplitLineSet function that descends the split line hierarchy and
recursively moves the set of all split lines A to their final absolute positions, start
and end are two indices into A that allow descent into the binary hierarchy tree
coded into A; the two split lines at these indices are initially the minBoundary (0)
and maxBoundary (A.size) split lines, and are immovable for the current iteration
of this function. If there are no split lines in N, the set of target split lines, that
are between start and end, the recursion terminates. Otherwise, if the center split
line C is not in N, the final position Cf for C must be calculated, similar to the
calculation in moveSingleSplitLine. L. and R are neighbors of C in N, the closest
nodes to C on both sides, in the range [A [start], A [end]]. If either L or R is not
in that range, we use L — A[start] or R = A[end] as appropriate. Finally, after C
has been moved, we recurse both directions in the split line hierarchy. Note that
moveSingleSplitLine is a special case of this algorithm where
= {S}, where S
is the single target split line.
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A[start]

C

A[end]

A[start]

CeN

A[end]

A[start]

L C R

A[end]

Figure 4.13: The three cases of function moveSplitLineSet are shown. Left: if N
has no split lines to move between [A[start], .A[end]], the algorithm terminates since
nodes in [A [start], A [end]] have been resized. Middle: if C G N, the algorithm
moves C from Ci to Cf and recurses on the left and right sides of C. Right: if
C £ N, the algorithm finds the nodes L,R £ N that are closest to C to compute
Cf. After computing, the algorithm moves Ci to Cf and recurses.
closest split lines on the left and right sides of C, to calculate Cf, then continue
the recursion on both sides of C. These movements resize regions to the left and
right of the center split line uniformly, and arguments made for repeated recursions
in our single split line movements also apply to moving a set of split lines.
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Chapter 5
E v a l u a t i o n a n d Discussion
In this chapter, I compare the relative performance of TJ2, with respect to the performance of similar T J l actions, discuss future work directions for AD applications,
and conclude my thesis.
All performance tests were done on a machine with a 3.0 GHz Pentium IV
processor, Java 1.4.2.04-605 HotSpot runtime environment with a maximum of 1.8
gigabytes allocated for of heap, and nVidia Quadro F X 3000 video chipset, running
twm in XFree86 version 4.3.99.902 with no additional processes running. The canvas
resolution for T J l and TJ2 was set to 640 pixels wide by 480 pixels high and timing
and node counts were output by TreeJuxtaposer, averaged from several manually
prompted redrawings of each tested dataset. Since datasets that could be loaded
by either version of TreeJuxtaposer are required for comparison, I chose to compare
with two classes of trees and the largest contest trees from the Info Vis 2003 Contest
dataset [28], described in Appendix A. I also compare larger datasets with TJ2 to
get a better idea of non-synthetic dataset performance by using the directory tree
structure from the Open Directory project [26], a large online browsable catalog
of several billion websites. The directory categorization tree structures I use are
from March and June 2004, with shortened names of 03/04 and 06/04, and are
approximately 500 million nodes each with many structural differences.
The version of T J l that I use is from before the TJl-contest, and I found
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I was able to compare the two largest contest datasets, of animalia and animalia a

D

This pair of datasets do not load with TJl-contest, and while I was evaluating T J l
with this data, the memory consumption while doing this was near the maximum
heap size, but no garbage collection occurred to skew the timing results. Also,
several trees would load but not render in T J l due to a programming error. I found
that by removing a-single node, this error was eliminated.
The simple synthetic tree classes I chose to represent are the canonical balanced binary trees and star trees. Balanced binary trees were chosen since they
have been used almost exclusively in TJC published results on rendering large trees
in accordion drawing grids [5]; they are a good example of a well-known predictable
structure. Star trees, simply one root node attached to many leaf nodes, were chosen
based on my observations made of rendering traversal algorithms used in T J l and
TJC; both render binary trees well, but may have problems with higher degree internal nodes that would be exacerbated by a node with an extreme number of children.
A more in-depth tree classification system with many real tree datasets would be
more complete, but I believe that the tree classes I test are simple to classify, show
interesting progressive trends, and reveal a measure of efficacy of TJ2 versus T J l .
Furthermore, I show how the synthetic datasets lead to interesting curves through
the space of all possible tree permutations, while real data validates my choice of
synthetic datasets.
Each of the following comparisons between T J l and TJ2 are investigated:
preprocessing, including layout time and the initial difference calculations, in Section 5.1; number of nodes rendered and how long to render a scene, in Section 5.2;
memory consumption, in Section 5.3; and marking efficiency, in Section 5.4. When
available, I also compare TJ2 with published results from TJC, investigating potential advantages of either method when rendering large trees of unknown topology.
A summary of the results is given in Section 5.5.
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5.1

Preprocessing

The time to load a single tree is the time needed to parse a dataset, construct
the necessary split line grid, perform the gridding described in Section 3.1.1, and
calculate the BCN values to perform associated difference marking. Loading several
trees for comparison always involves the computation of differences between each
pair of trees, which of course adds marking time for each of the differences on
rendering as well; marking is covered in Section 5.4. Also, since parsing the dataset
for a pair of trees is exactly the same as loading each tree sequentially, I will only
investigate the parsing process for single trees, keeping each investigation as simple
as possible; the more interesting preprocessing for multiple trees occurs after parsing.
Parsing
The dataset parsing time, shown in Figure 5.1, for T J l and TJ2 seems to be quite
different, although they both use identical parsing libraries. An explanation for the
differences in parsing time could be due to small changes in object constructors used
in parsing; the change is simply the initialization of the BCN score of each node to 0
in TJ2. However, these differences are only a small constant factor to the linear time
complexity for parsing and is not as much a factor as the dataset size increases. It
is likely that small changes, magnified over millions of instances, would add as much
to the parsing function in TJ2 as they would add to later preprocessing functions
in T J l .
T J l and TJ2 parsing functions are both linear with respect to the number of
nodes read from the dataset file; there is no appreciable difference between parsing
binary and star dataset classes in either T J l or TJ2. Published results from TJC [5],
which uses a parser built from standard parsing libraries, indicate that parsing a
two million node binary tree takes ten seconds, about one quarter the time of TJ2;
parsing is still linear in TJC, albeit with a smaller constant factor than either T J l
or TJ2.
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Figure 5.1: The parsing times for T J l and TJ2 with binary and star synthetic
trees, and single contest and Open Directory real trees. All parsings are done with
the same library, but TJ2 is slightly slower with a small change in its tree node
constructor. The Open Directory tree takes much longer to load when compared to
synthetic trees of the same size due to its structural complexity and non-synthetic
node names.
Gridding
Preprocessing time, which is primarily gridding in TJ2 and the quadtree layout
methods of T J l , is substantially different between T J l and TJ2, even after accounting for the aforementioned differences in parsing. As shown in Figure 5.2, both T J l
and TJ2 preprocessing are linear in time with respect to the number of nodes placed,
but TJ2 is at least ten times faster than T J l , due to construction of the quadtree
structures in T J l . The simplicity of TJ2, which has a low gridding constant and
simple partitioning scheme as mentioned in Section 3.1.1, allows balanced binary
trees with two million nodes to be loaded in under 15 seconds. Most of the extra
time spent by TJ2 with the star trees, compared to binary trees, is maintaining the
list of leaves, which is two times larger for star trees than for binary trees.
Finally, notice that the real-world contest and Open Directory datasets shown
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Figure 5.2: Preprocessing time for T J l and TJ2, which includes gridding and other
initialization tasks. TJ2 is ten times faster than T J l for the largest trees loadable
by T J l . The contest and Open Directory datasets process in time similar to a star
tree of the same size due to high branching factor, limited depth, and other node
processing factors.
in Figure 5.2 for both T J l and TJ2 appear close to the respective synthetic star tree
class dataset of similar size. A small amount of extra time is spent on sorting of
real node names, but these datasets are particularly dense mostly at the leaf level,
when considering preprocessing time. The ratio of leaves to internal nodes for the
contest dataset is 154922 : 190265, or 81% leaves; there are many internal nodes that
have many children, but it is difficult to determine a precise impact of the internal
19% of the tree. It is too difficult to determine how relatively efficient TJC would
preprocess star trees from the published results [5]. The closeness of the contest
dataset to the star tree of the same size does indicate that the family of star trees
used in my evaluation is not entirely irrelevant.
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Computing Differences
Adding another tree affects the preprocessing by including the difference computations after each subsequent tree is added. The time to process differences in T J l for
the contest dataset is approximately 50 seconds, while TJ2 takes approximately 12.5
seconds. This time difference is not related to the difference computation, since the
computation is unchanged between the applications, but the way marks are stored,
which is investigated further in Section 5.4. The linked list of marked differences in
T J l is implicitly sorted by the iteration process that adds each different node to the
group of marked differences, but it contains a list of every marked node, and does
not collect nodes with adjacent node key values into ranges. This means that for the
first marking action of differences, and each subsequent change in the node marking,
T J l must process the entire list of differences for each node range considered for
drawing.

5.2

Scene rendering

There are two telling benchmarks involved in the complexity of rendering a scene:
the time it takes to render a scene and the number of nodes rendered for a scene.
Also, the time complexity per node is important to consider since there is no benefit
to rendering fewer nodes if the time to process each node is substantially slower
than alternative, more brute force, methods.
Scene rendering time
Assuming that a sufficient number of nodes are rendered to give an accurate representation of a dataset, a useful metric is the wall-clock rendering time for a dataset.
Figure 5.3 shows the rendering time performance of TJ2 with the binary and star
tree datasets, again with the contest dataset shown. As expected, the datasets are
correlated to the number of nodes rendered, in Figure 5.4, but are not as smooth
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Figure 5.3: Rendering time for T J 2 is constant beyond datasets of a threshold for
both binary and star trees. T J l renders binary trees slightly slower t h a n T J 2 , but
star trees are much slower. A l t h o u g h T J l aimed for performance similar to T J 2 ,
some classes of trees cause T J l to render slowly. T h e rendering time performances
of T J l and T J 2 are closely related to the number of nodes rendered, as shown i n
Figure 5.4. Figure 5.5 shows another view of this relationship as the rendering time
per node.

due to the t i m i n g accuracy. T h e correlations are similar for each of the datasets
tested, so rather t h a n analyze the rendering times for each pairing, I w i l l compare
the rendering speed per node rendered between each dataset.

N u m b e r of nodes drawn per scene
In Figure 5.4, we see that for T J 2 , the number of nodes rendered for star trees is
a constant after a certain number of nodes. T h i s number represents the saturation
of leaves under a subtree i n T J 2 , where once the m a x i m u m number of leaves per
vertical height is reached, a subtree w i l l not render any more; this is the result of
our pixel-bounded rendering of leaves.
Similarly, but not as abrupt, is the series of binary trees. For each new layer
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Figure 5.4: T J l is unable to cull nodes for my star tree synthetic datasets and draws
every node, shown in the top graph; this performance is obviously not scalable. T h e
bottom graph shows a more detailed view of T J l binary tree performance compared
to T J 2 performance. I n T J 2 , star trees render a constant number of nodes and
binary trees render an additional constant number of leaves for each doubling of
nodes. T h e contest and O p e n Directory real-world datasets render between the star
and binary tree examples since they have complicated internal node structures, but
are not deep trees.

T J l binary tree performance appears relatively close to T J 2

performance, but overculls dense regions since it does not properly render some
datasets w i t h its culling criteria.
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of leaves added after a certain point, where a layer of leaves is the same size as the
previous half-sized tree, there is a limit to the amount of rendering in that level,
again dependant on the number of pixels. For trees larger than the first tree that
maximizes the number of leaves rendered, the tree twice the size takes the same
amount of time more to render. In the test case, where the screen is 480 pixels high,
we render at most 2048 leaves and each progressively larger binary tree renders
exactly 2048 more nodes than the previous. The limit in the binary tree case would
be visible in the graph only if horizontal culling is used, but we do not cull in that
direction.
For TJ2, the contest dataset renders fewer nodes than the binary tree of
similar size simply because it is not as tall as that binary tree and has many more
leaves. Of course the contest dataset cannot render as few nodes as the simple star
tree of any size since the star tree has no interesting internal structure. Conversely
for T J l , also shown in Figure 5.4 the contest dataset renders fewer nodes than the
star tree. The star tree in T J l is one of the worst case rendering examples since
every node is rendered, and this leads to poor rendering for many trees with high
branching factors. Binary trees are much more efficient than star trees for T J l .
Also shown in Figure 5.4, the binary trees that rendered properly with T J l show
performance characteristics similar to TJ2. Unfortunately, T J l rendering quality
for such large trees suffers from overculling effects and does not render some trees
properly.
If we attempt to render a star tree with TJC, using its rendering algorithm as
described in [5], it would have the same poor rendering count as T J l , also rendering
every node. This is reflected in the published TJC results for the contest dataset
of 190,265 nodes, where TJC renders 51,255 nodes, compared to an 8,388,607
node balanced binary tree, where TJC renders 50,356 nodes. TJC rendering uses
an algorithm that considers rendering a subtree as a single horizontal line if its
extremal leaves subtend the same pixel, and does not partition the children of nodes
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Figure 5.5: The relationship between the number of nodes rendered and the amount
of processing required per node is important in understanding the tradeoffs of rendering fewer nodes for complex structures. This figure shows TJ2 rendering performance for star trees is three times slower than all other performance ratios, but
the dataset renders scenes faster than T J l since TJ2 aggressively culls this dataset
and T J l draws every node. Similarly for binary trees and the real-world contest
datasets, T J l renders nodes faster on average, but TJ2 renders many times fewer
nodes per scene, as shown in Figure 5.4. Note that for real-world datasets with
very different sizes and structures, TJ2 renders nodes from the contest and Open
Directory datasets with similar efficiency.
with high branching factors. This means that any node with leaves that subtend
more than the pixel-based culling criteria of TJC will cause TJC to draw at least a
path from each child node to a leaf. Therefore, although TJC has been shown to scale
well with large balanced binary trees, algorithmic improvements that consider trees
with higher branching factors would probably be necessary to scale its rendering
performance with larger n-ary trees.
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Average time to render a node
Figure 5.5 shows the per-node rendering performance of T J l and TJ2. As shown, the
average time required to draw a node in a star tree for TJ2 is three times greater than
for nodes in the same dataset for T J l . But, even though T J l renders nodes each at
a speed of about 10 microseconds per node and TJ2 needs 30 microseconds per node,
TJ2 renders a much smaller number of nodes for that dataset class. In fact, T J l
renders every node of the star tree datasets and TJ2 renders a constant number
of nodes after a large enough dataset size, as shown in Figure 5.4. Interestingly,
TJ2 draws binary tree nodes on average faster than T J l , the opposite result of the
star tree case, which means that although they render similar numbers of nodes,
TJ2 renders binary trees faster than T J l . Average node drawing performance for
the contest dataset is close, with the T J l rendering cost approximately 25% lower
than TJ2; the Open Directory dataset has similar per-node rendering performance.
However, since T J l renders seven times the number of nodes that TJ2 renders for
that dataset, the time is 0.3 seconds for TJ2 versus 1.4 seconds for T J l , as shown
in Figure 5.3.

5.3

M e m o r y usage

The two classes of results to consider for memory usage include single trees and tree
comparisons. I attempt to remove the minimal memory required to store names of
nodes from each dataset by first subtracting the size of each dataset file from the
raw memory results. This is simply to investigate the structural memory usage for
T J l and TJ2, and should not influence the overall results, but does influence the
raw memory usage ratios between each version of TreeJuxtaposer.
Using a simple grid structure to position dataset. topology in place of the
quadtree hierarchy has improved the memory performance, and therefore maximum
sizes of datasets. Shown in Figure 5.6, memory usage in TJ2 is five times more
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Figure 5.6: Memory performance for binary and star tree with T J l and TJ2. Memory usage in TJ2 is five times more efficient than T J l for identical datasets. Also
shown are the contest dataset comparisons, which suggests that structural difference
storage in T J l is poor compared to TJ2. The Open Directory dataset comparison
uses more memory to store many structural differences and fully qualified node
names, which are used to differentiate identical leaf names and provide a more accurate pair-wise node correspondence between the trees.
efficient than T J l since it either allows trees five times larger to be loaded, or uses
one fifth the memory of T J l . For smaller datasets, this ratio is slightly smaller, but
still considerable.
Since the marked node storage has been improved in TJ2, much larger tree
comparisons with full difference marking have been possible. Also shown in Figure 5.6 are the largest tree datasets from the InfoVis 2003 Contest, compared using
T J l and TJ2. Clearly, the amount of memory to store the differences between the
datasets impacts the T J l contest by more than a factor of five, since the comparison
in TJ2 uses nearly the same amount of memory as the star tree dataset in TJ2, while
the comparison in T J l is comparable to a star tree dataset with 50% more nodes
using T J l .
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Application
TJl
First Scene Unmarked
115
Subsequent Scenes Unmarked 1.5
First Scene Marked
130
Subsequent Scenes Marked
1.5

TJ2
0.3
0.3
2.5
0.5

Figure 5.7: This table shows the marking performance of T J l compared to TJ2, in
seconds. When comparing two datasets of over 190,000 nodes each, the first row.
shows the time to render the first scene, which includes the set of automatically
marked differences. The second row shows time to render subsequent scenes; note
that T J l caches results from the first scene, dramatically reducing its color lookup
for each node while TJ2 performs the same efficient color lookup in both cases. The
third and fourth rows show results of marking an entire dataset in both applications,
which marks BCNs of marked nodes on the indirectly marked tree. The performance
of T J l again is poor on the first scene, but aided by caching in subsequent scenes.
TJ2 is slightly slower than an unmarked scene, and requires some time to compute
the set of indirect marks immediately after the tree is marked.

5.4

Marking efficiency

Finally, I will show the tradeoffs in marking efficiency for T J l and TJ2. After marking an entire single tree in T J l , each node caches the marking color for subsequent
scene renderings, so marking takes time linear in the number of nodes in the tree
once, then time similar to unmarked rendering for each additional scene. Similar
marking in TJ2 traverses node structures in the indirectly marked tree, as described
in Section 3.3, which incurs a worst-case marking penalty in TJ2 that is 0(n), where
n is the size of the topological tree. Since marking single trees in T J l and TJ2 are
very similar to their individual scene rendering performances, it is more interesting
to consider marking an entire tree while two topologically different trees, such as
the large contest trees, are loaded.
After marking one contest tree in T J l , it takes approximately 130 seconds
to render the first scene afterwards, which is approximately 15 seconds longer than
the first scene rendered. The first scene takes 115 seconds simply because of the
difference marks on both trees must be cached for every node. More time is required
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after marking one tree because that single user-defined mark adds one more range
that must be considered during the color caching process. Normally, these two
trees render in under 1.5 seconds, and this time does not change considerably after
marking.
After similar marking in TJ2, a delay of less than two seconds is required to
traverse the directly marked subtree and compute the list of marked nodes in the
indirectly marked tree, as described in Section 3.3. For TJ2 performance in scenes
before marking, the average rendering time for both trees is 0.3 seconds, while after
marking takes 0.5 seconds, because TJ2 does not cache the marking results per node
and must lookup the color for every node rendered. The tradeoff of nearly doubling
the TJ2 rendering time is mostly related to overdrawing marks in regions. Although
marked region drawing is handled more efficiently in TJ2 than in T J l , it would be
an interesting area of future work to improve this drawing algorithm, perhaps by
culling in areas of many marked regions.

5.5

Evaluation summary

TJ2, built on our new generic AD infrastructure, yields far better performance than
T J l in every category that I measured: preprocessing time, rendering time, marking
time, node drawing count, and memory consumption. Preprocessing times for TJ2
and T J l are both linear in the number of nodes, but TJ2 is typically ten times faster
after the datasets have been loaded. TJ2 limits overdrawing and is able to render
a constant number of nodes for my synthetic star tree examples, while rendering a
fewer number of nodes than T J l for binary trees. For trees with complex structure
that require TJ2 to spend more processing time per node than T J l , TJ2 renders a
much smaller number of nodes, and renders the entire scene up to five times faster
than T J l . The partitioned grid used by TJ2 for layout is alsofivetimes more efficient
than T J l , allowing much larger datasets to be loaded with less memory resources.
Finally, my example of worst-case marking of the contest dataset comparison for
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TJ2 is an order of magnitude faster than T J l for the first scene and three times
faster for subsequent scenes. Moreover, TJ2 achieves its marking time performance
without using up memory to cache marking results, allowing larger datasets to be
loaded.
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Chapter 6

Future Work and Conclusions
6.1

Future work

Mentioned throughout my thesis are several areas of interest that are either simple
additions or more powerful features that would require modifications to the accordion drawing infrastructure.
Although we are interested in several different directions with our generic
infrastructure, we will probably focus on several high-demand areas of TJ2, which
include: editing a tree structure, saving changes to a tree, saving the state of a tree,
replaying a transaction log recorded while navigation a tree, undoing navigations,
and storing a meaningful representation of a transaction history in a human-readable
format. Most of these modifications will make use of a sophisticated logging structure. The addition of these features would make TJ2 a much more powerful system,
and much more appealing to biologists who need more than just the visualization
system of the current TJ2.
Another area of future work involves adding more attribute capabilities to
TJ2 for operations such as: data filtering, marking common features, and creating
a true interface to TJ2 that another application can access. By creating an API
for TJ2, we may use a second application to drive the performance of navigation,
node selection, or editing. TJ2 may act as a navigation component to an application
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that interfaces to a database of animal characteristics, for example when selecting
animals that have wings, the animals with wings will be automatically highlighted
when that application sends that set of interest to TJ2.
Progressive rendering offers two interesting areas of future work. First, we
would like to minimize, or ideally eliminate, the overhead that our infrastructure
incurs when progressive rendering is turned off, especially when progressive rendering is not necessary and the dataset can be rendered in a single frame. Second, we
would like an automated way to decide whether progressive rendering should be on
or off, rather than require manual intervention from the user.
Finally, we envision the juxtaposition of a phylogenetic tree with the sequence
data used to build it by combining TJ2 with SequenceJuxtaposer (SJ) [35]. Since
both TJ2 and SJ use the same AD infrastructure, it would be possible to have
these applications share a set of split lines and for navigation to distort both grids
concurrently. We would also like to investigate adding editing capabilities and more
sophisticated navigation support where collapsing a subtree leads to the display of
an aggregate sequence for the entire subtree.

6.2

Conclusions

I have presented our accordion drawing infrastructure, which provides rubber-sheet
navigation and guaranteed visibility for information visualization applications that
are capable of laying their dataset objects on a grid. Our rubber-sheet navigation
is numerically stable and provides a scalable, malleable surface for exploration of
large, complex datasets. Accordion drawing also provides an interface to generic
partitioning, seeding, and rendering methods used to render datasets in time 0(p),
where p is the number of pixels on-screen.
Furthermore, my implementation of TreeJuxtaposer on our AD infrastructure, TJ2, renders and navigates dense trees correctly with more time efficient rendering and layout techniques than its predecessor, T J l . With compact represen99

tations of marked nodes, progressive rendering a skeleton of marks instead of an
entire subtree, ascent rendering to guarantee a limit on the number of nodes rendered, five times more efficient memory performance, accurate picking, and limiting
the number of nodes rendered for complex trees, TJ2 improvements give users a
more responsive tree rendering with all of the advantages of T J l .
Finally, I describe the improvements made for the Info Vis 2003 Contest
on tree comparisons, where TJl-contest, the improved T J l with incremental node
searching and a helpful user interface, won first place overall. I present an in-depth
analysis of how TJl-contest supports many, but not all, of the common functions
users of tree visualizations require. Our results show that TreeJuxtaposer is a capable, mature system that supports users in understanding the complex structures
that exist in real-world datasets.
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Glossary
Accordion Drawing (AD): an information visualization navigation paradigm
that supports the stretching metaphor of manipulating data drawn on a malleable surface., p.2
Focus-|-Context: a technique in information visualization systems used to display
areas of interest at focal points. The rest of the dataset, the context, is still
displayed in less detail. The context provides additional structural semantics
for the focus regions. Global Focus+Context systems, such as AD, show the
entire dataset at all times., p.8
TJl-contest: an improved implementation of T J l with additional user interface
tools, incremental node search capabilities, and other user tools to change the
appearance of the tree visualization., p.112
T J 2 : a redesigned implementation of the capabilities of T J l , with improvements
of TJl-contest, which also uses our new A D infrastructure.

Several im-

provements in rendering, marking, and correctness are described in detail in
Chapter 3., p.4
TreeJuxtaposer (TJl): an information visualization application used to navigate and compare several rectilinear trees, often phylogenetic trees, as shown
in Figure 1.2. T J l is the original implementation of TreeJuxtaposer, as opposed to TJl-contest, my InfoVis 2003 Contest submission version, and TJ2,
my most recent TreeJuxtaposer implementation., p.2
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ascent rendering: a rendering technique for trees that is topology-based and
draws nodes along paths from leaves to the root. We can control the quantity
of leaves and reduce the number of nodes drawn per scene for dense, complex
tree topologies., p.38
ascent width: the width criteria of subtrees that we use as a stopping criteria for
ascent rendering. Given as a value relative to block width, a larger ascent
width means fewer ascents per leaf range, but we are limited to ascent plus
segment width sums that are less than one-half block. With that restriction,
when we find a subtree that is wider than the ascent width, we know that it
cannot be drawn as a single horizontal line., p.40
base grid: the lowest quadtree level grid of T J l , or the grid of split lines of TJ2
that are used to position topological tree nodes with the gridding algorithm.,
p.26
best corresponding node (BCN): when comparing two or more trees, nodes
are paired up with the most appropriate matching node in every combination
of pairs of trees. This relationship is not always bi-directional and some nodes
do not have a B C N . A B C N value is calculated with the function

for leaf

sets A and B under two nodes; the B C N for node AT, which is in tree T i , in
tree Ti is the leaf set of the node with a maximal B C N value, in T2, with the
leaf set of TV., p.52
block: the smallest size at which a geometric object is drawn, with the lower limit
of a pixel. This is also known as the minimum feature size, which is equal
to the line width of edges in TJ2. A block is always some integer multiple of
pixels and is pixel-aligned., p.33
cell, (base grid): a region of the base grid, consisting of four lines on the base
grid that form a rectangle, known as: top, bottom, left, and right. The grid cell
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is used to position a topological tree node for rendering, culling, and picking
i n TreeJuxtaposer. Cells for a tree i n T J 2 partition the entire base grid and
do not overlap., p.26

directly marked: when comparing two or more trees, a node that a user has
explicitly marked is called directly marked, while a node that is marked i n
another tree, as a consequence of node correspondences w i t h directly marked
nodes, is called

indirectly marked., p . 5 1 ,

drawing (rendering stage): t h i r d stage of A D rendering associated w i t h drawing
the seeded marked ranges and split line ranges.

T h e split line ranges are

partitioned according to a previous stage., p.70
found nodes: nodes that match a searching criteria, such as substring matching i n the Found panel, i n the incremental search functionality of TreeJuxtaposer. These nodes are highlighted w i t h the highlight color, which is modifiable
through the Group panel., p. 120

gridding (algorithm): the partitioning of a uniform grid used by T J 2 to assign a
set of grid coordinates, which form a rectangle on the

base grid, to topological

tree nodes., p.28

guaranteed visibility: a property information visualization systems use to display important data at the expense of less important data; important data is
always visible on the screen. TreeJuxtaposer and other A D applications use
both

static and progressive guaranteed visibility paradigms to give users

navigational landmarks i n their dataset visualizations., p.5

horizontal gaps: rendering gaps i n ascent rendering that appear if we do not
choose a subtree i n a leaf range that horizontally covers a l l other subtrees.,
P-38
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indirectly marked: a node that is not directly marked when comparing two
or more trees with user denned marks., p.51
interaction box: a region defined by user interaction on an Accordion Drawing
grid, which may be stretched or squished to reveal more details of datasets in
regions of interest., p.60
marked data: data that is marked by a user. This data could be user defined
with marking or computed using a user-specified function that performs the
marking. For example, when comparing two trees in TJ2, the topological
differences are marked data and the unmarked, similar nodes are normal
data., p.5
marked ranges: regions of interest such as computed differences, search results,
user marked groups, and even mouse-over highlighted nodes in TJ2. Ranges
are used to compactly store subtrees and forests of subtrees for quick color
referencing for nodes during rendering., p.46
node key: the enumeration value of a particular node in TJ2. We use keys to
identify relationships between nodes by assigning keys in a pre-order, so the
roots of subtrees are smaller than its descendants, and the entire subtree can
be represented by a single range of integers., p.46
normal data: data that is not marked but is drawn to provide overall dataset
structure and position of marked data., p.5
overlapping ranges: a pair of node ranges, often with both node ranges marked,
in TJ2 that are either adjacent, non-unique, or partially overlapping. Two
overlapping ranges can be combined into a single, unique range., p.50
partitioning: first stage of AD rendering associated with dividing a split line
range into a set of drawing ranges. Partitioning precedes seeding., p.70
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picking fuzz: a margin of error, which we set to five pixels, that allows us to pick
nodes w i t h the mouse without exact mouse positioning. If a desired node is
i n a region where it is not pickable, such as a very dense region, we expect a
user to stretch its region w i t h accordion drawing to disambiguate unwanted
picking., p.55

progressive guaranteed visibility: a property of an information visualization
system to use a drawing order that favors
when rendering animation frames.

T h i s provides landmarks during naviga-

tion for large visualizations that rely on
Compare w i t h

marked data over normal data

progressive rendering approaches.

static guaranteed visibility., p.6

progressive rendering: is an technique used i n several graphics systems that
allow for complex, or otherwise rendering intensive, scenes to be rendered i n
several stages.

After each stage, the system allows for user interaction or

continues to render the scene. Progressive rendering is necessary w i t h A D i n
TreeJuxtaposer since partial rendering is fast enough but full scene rendering
could take over a second. W h e n an A D application renders, it displays marked
nodes first to provide

progressive guaranteed visibility., p.9

seeding algorithm: the process of enqueuing key tree nodes, or ranges of tree
nodes, i n a drawing priority-based, ordered list prior to rendering. Typically,
the list contains enough information to render an entire scene, but rendering
only part of the scene is also acceptable, especially i n progressive rendering
where rendering does not dequeue all nodes from the list., p.34

seeding: second stage of A D rendering associated w i t h ordering a partitioned
split line range and any marked ranges prior to

drawing., p.70

segment width: the partitioning stopping criteria for leaf range seeding. Given as
a value relative to blocks, the larger the segment w i d t h , the fewer leaf ranges
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we must process during rendering. However, if the segment width is too large,
we see gaps in dense regions since we only render one leaf per segment., p.37
segment: a component of a tree partitioning, at the leaf level, which is either the
smallest rendering partition with more than one leaf, or any other rendering
partition with exactly one leaf. We guarantee that only one leaf is drawn per
segment., p.35
split lines: movable lines in an AD visualization application. These lines are
stored in a balanced tree hierarchy, and affect regions in their domain by
stretching and squishing their hierarchical children, to reveal areas of interest
while squishing other regions together. The linear order of split lines cannot
be changed and no part of the visualization is ever pushed out of view since
split lines cannot be pushed beyond their domain boundaries. Split lines are
essential in giving AD applications global Focus-f-Context properties., p.60
static guaranteed visibility: a property of an information visualization system
to prioritize marked data over normal data in single images. This provides
a sense of location for the marked data using the marks as visual landmarks.
Compare with progressive guaranteed visibility., p.6
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Appendix A
T r e e J u x t a p o s e r

T a s k

E v a l u a t i o n

The InfoVis 2003 Contest [28] was the inaugural IEEE Symposium on Information
Visualization contest, and was composed of several tasks that T J l was well suited to
solve, including its namesake: side-by-side comparison of trees. Example tasks from
this contest included: detecting structural differences between trees, characterizing
movements of tree structures, and searching for nodes with given attributes. The
entire list of tasks proposed by this contest are found in the results section of this
appendix, Section A.4.
Three of the major contributions made for T J l , presented in this appendix,
include: an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of our TreeJuxtaposer and
Accordion Drawing paradigm for the contest set of tasks; my addition of an incremental search capability for tree node labels; and my addition of an improved
user interface, which greatly improves the usability of TreeJuxtaposer. We call the
version of T J l that has search and user interface improvements TJl-contest [36];
however, this version does not have the features discussed in Chapter 3. The results
of the contest were very promising for the future of TreeJuxtaposer: our contest
entry placed first overall and gave our work excellent exposure to the information
visualization community.
In this appendix, Section A . l describes the dataset provided for the contest,
then Sections A.2 and A.3 describe the interface and search additions made to T J l
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for the contest, and finally the analysis for each task in the contest in Section A.4,
as-was presented in the contest entry. A summary follows in Section A.5.

A.l

Contest dataset

The contest dataset consisted of three different types of trees. The first dataset was
a pair of small phylogenetic trees, the second dataset was a pair of large classification
trees, and the third dataset was four file system trees.
Phylogenetic trees are constructed from sequence data and show possibilities
in how each of the species represented in the leaves are related to each other; ideally
the trees are binary trees but often are n-ary due to uncertainty in the construction
methods or other biological phenomena. The phylogenetic trees supplied for the
contest were a selection of bacteria classified with two different, unspecified methods.
Classification trees are created with a familiar Linnaean, hierarchical structure where subtrees represent groups of similarities in morphologies of species. The
classification trees in the contest are of the kingdom

animalia

and are possibly from

two different sources as they have several differences and inconsistencies. Each node
has several attributes, which included Latin names and common, English names;
I generated two classification trees from each classification dataset tree from Latin
and common node names. Because not all nodes are supplied with common names,
Latin names are used in the common trees for nodes that have a Latin name but no
common name. When I use common names, such as mammal instead of mammalia,
in the results, I am referring to common trees; in most cases Latin trees are used to
provide solutions for the tasks.
File system trees represent the hierarchical structure of a simple file system.
The four file system trees are snapshots from a university web-site over a three week
period. Each internal node from this dataset corresponded to a file system directory
and leaves corresponded to files in those directories.
The results from the contest in Section A.4 describe analyses of these three
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datasets. When describing each dataset,
animaliaA

and

animaliaA

phyloA

and

phylog

are the classification trees, and

are the phylogeny trees,

logSA, logSB, logsc

and

logsp

are the file system trees. However, since the classification and file system trees are
too large to load simultaneously with interactive rates in TJl-contest, subtrees are
used in comparison tasks for those two datasets. The subtrees of classification trees
are

mammaliaA

and

mammaliae,

while the file system trees are

rooted at class mammalia in the

hcilA

through

hcilo,

trees,

the human-computer interaction

laboratory web pages rooted at the hcil directory of the respective

A.2

animalia

logs

trees.

User interface

Figure A . l shows the original user interface of T J l [24] with the slider, a node
selection box, and buttons to add more trees, toggle differences and reset the tree
navigation. All other functionality was accessed through a keyboard-based interface,
which required users to remember keystrokes for most commands. Although some
keyboard actions are essential in T J l , having users remember too many keyboard
commands is cumbersome. Some keystrokes involved advanced tasks that users not
familiar with the system would not have understood and are only used for debugging;
many mapped keys were not transformed into menu options.
Figure A.2 shows the contest user interface of TJl-contest with a menu panel.
The most interesting parts of the system included with this panel are Find and
Tools. Find replaces the drop down box with the Found panel dialog, as seen in
Figure A.6 and is described in Section A.3. Tools contains the two option panels
Groups and Settings. The additions of the two Tools panels provides the original
options, some new options, and state information that was previously hidden and
made T J l hard to use.
In Figure A.3, Groups gives the user information about the currently resizing and marking groups in the top and bottom halves of the panel, respectively.
The radio buttons between the color canvases and the labels collectively show the
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Figure A . l : T J l , from [24], before modifications for the InfoVis 2003 Contest.
currently selected group for both actions; the canvases themselves can be clicked to
change the marking color for that group. The buttons
the user to resize the resize group and

Reset

Bigger

and

Smaller

allow

resets all tree views to their initial

state. The radio buttons beside the options Horizontal,

Vertical,

and

Both

allow

the user to choose how the resize group will act when growing bigger or smaller;
Both

resizes the group vertically as well as horizontally.
In Figure A.4 Settings offers some more options. The sliders on the panel

Line Width

and

Label Density

give control over the width of the edges in the
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Figure A.2: TJl-contest with title bar modifications for the InfoVis 2003 Contest.
tree, by default set to one pixel wide, and the density of the labels. At maximum density towards the left of Label Density, labels are squeezed together and
adjusting the slider to the right increases the buffer space between labels, effectively decreasing the label density. Font sizes are also adjustable in this panel,
and TJl-contest uses the Minimum and Maximum values to draw labels as large
as LabelDensity and other screen space factors allow. Other check boxes in the
panel include: Linked Navigation for interactively resizing subtrees concurrently,
Show Differences and Show Labels for selecting features to see and Dimming for
marked and unmarked nodes.
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Figure A.3: The TJl-contest Groups panel added for the InfoVis 2003 Contest.
The toggle buttons and check boxes in the Groups and Settings panels are
also important for showing state of each of the properties they represent. Versions
of TreeJuxtaposer prior to TJl-contest, without indications of state, were quite
difficult to use. State continues to be an issue in the development of new features
and more recent versions of TreeJuxtaposer, including TJ2, use the Debug panel for
displaying critical state information. Future improvements to the user interfaces are
quite likely with the addition of features such as choosing tree orientations.

A.3

Incremental search

We determined that when analyzing the contest tasks that an improved searching
tool was necessary for TJl-contest. The searching tools are used to find a node with
a particular label; a found node is marked with a highlight color and can be grown
with a typed keyboard command: b for bigger and s for smaller.
T J l had only a drop-down selection box, as in Figure A.5, which was sorted
alphabetically by node label. These early versions could only highlight a single node
at a time. To find a node of interest, the entire list had to be scrolled through, a
time consuming process; typing letters while the drop-down box was selected would
also jump to the next node in the list starting with that letter but was still not
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Figure A.4: The TJl-contest

Settings

panel added for the InfoVis 2003 Contest.

efficient. Unfortunately, Java implementations of drop-down boxes do not scale well
with several thousand nodes. With more than two thousand nodes in T J l , the
drop-down box is very slow and uses too much memory; the drop-down box itself is
a major memory bottleneck in scalability.
The sorting and typing methods were also not at all useful for searching for
known strings that did not occur at the start of the node names. There were also
some problems with nodes that are not uniquely named. T J l makes the list of
nodes in the drop-down box unique and although it attempts a renaming scheme,
the scheme did not work properly: labels were also changed making navigation
difficult whereas TJl-contest distinguished between names, in searching, and labels,
in displaying nodes.
We identified the need for an interface where a user could type in their
query and have multiple nodes selected, preferably with performance that would
lead to real-time analysis as users entered search strings. The searching approach
in TJl-contest is based on the kind of incremental search commonly seen in Emacs
or Mozilla. When a user types in a search query in these dynamic searching sys-
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difficult to use and did not scale well.
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tems, partial search results appear highlighted; in Emacs all search results are highlighted, while Mozilla highlights only the first such match. Since the drop-down box
approach was space limited, the Found panel, as shown in Figure A.6, was added
to TJl-contest to keep the layout around the canvas uncluttered. This detachment
meant that the searching dialog could be extended to show only the multiple matching results and include a query entry box. Matching results appear as a refined list,
sorted alphabetically by name, in the Found panel dialog and only nodes that contain the search string appear in the list. Items in the list are by default selected
as the list changes with the entry of a query. The list selection can be changed by
the user using the usual list selection techniques: a click selects a single item, a
shift-click will select a range of items and a control-click will select multiple items
in the list.
The matching selected results appear as highlighted found nodes if the total
number of selected items is less than 200; too many matches are not visually useful
in the tree layout. Searching incrementally would be slow if every letter for a query
entry requires a new search on the total number of nodes. To make the query entry
process more interactive, lists of partial search results are cached so searching can
use the partial results instead of the entire set of nodes.
The caching stores all previous searches that partially match the query string
starting with the first letter. New queries are found in the cache by finding previously
cached results that match the first part of the string. If the cache contains results
for the query string except for the letter at the end of the string, then the cached
list is refined by the new query and stored in the hash table with a key of the new
query string.
Initially, the cache starts empty. The first letter that a user enters caches all
entries that contain this letter. For example, suppose I want to search for dolphin.
If I enter d, nodes such as dolphin, duck, dog, bird and armadillo are selected. Next,
when I enter o, making my search string do, the search will start with the cached
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Figure A.6: The TJl-contest Found panel added for the InfoVis 2003 Contest.
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result for d and the nodes

duck,

bird,

and

armadillo

will be excluded from the cache

for do. The cache for do will contain nodes such as

dolphin

and

dog.

Further

refinements will reduce the search result and use previous caches for a more efficient
search time as the search string gets longer.
This approach is reasonable for progressive searches since the typical use
of this tool is entering queries starting from the first letter with possible editing
changes if the search fails. Searches that need to be entirely rebuilt, for example if
dolphin

is currently entered and the first letter is deleted to search for

olphin,

are

reasonably fast as well, but the system is not optimized for those cases.
However, the caching technique used for interactive searching does have the
drawback of excessive memory consumption over time for the cached results. The
reduction of memory is done with a least recently used (LRU) caching method and
only the last 200 search results remain in the cache. Queries that do not match any
nodes in the tree and hence would have an empty list of nodes in the Found panel
are not cached and do not affect the LRU cache.

A.4

Contest results

The following gives an overview of the sets of tasks given for the contest and the
results I obtained by using TJl-contest to solve each of the tasks. The full details
of my investigations, including detailed, higher resolution images for each task and
videos for some of the tasks, are also available [36].
A.4.1

Tasks suited for TJl-contest

In this section of the results, I present the details of contest tasks that I solved with
TJl-contest. I explain why each task is relevant in the context of how TJl-contest
is used to make analytical contributions. I present each task section and detail each
task, stating the original task and some explanation as to the scope of the task for
TJl-contest related analyses. Some tasks include an ordered list of steps that are
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used to produce interesting visualization output, where necessary.
• Comparison of multiple trees for topological changes
In this section, I determine the suitability of TJl-contest for comparison tasks
for differences between several trees. These differences are topological changes:
the topological similarities in internal ordering of subtrees, which nodes are
added, which nodes are deleted, and which nodes move. We consider the
small and large scale differences as equally important since detection of small
changes has implications in many applications of tree comparison.
— Where does the topology change?
This question poses little difficulty for TJl-contest since the application
is built for this type of analysis. I was able to determine where the
topology of each tree changed and I also investigated regions of change
to determine the scale of each change relative to each dataset.
* I expand the visible computed differences, which marks changes in
the tree topologies, to view them in greater detail.
* Mouse-over highlighting in TJl-contest helps me analyze large scale
topology changes as well as individual changes.
* Subtrees with identical topology are not marked different, so I can
focus more effort on the interesting parts of the trees.
*

m a m m a Nag

differs from

mammalia A

mainly by leaf additions. See

Figure A.7 for the TJl-contest representation of the datasets.
*

hcilA

through

hcilo

do not change much topologically. See Figure A.8

for the four-way comparison in TJl-contest.
*

phyloA

and

phylog

have identical leaves but are topologically different

in several locations. The topological similarities can also be seen in
Figure A.9 due to the relatively small size of this dataset.
— Which nodes are added, deleted?
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Figure A.7: Contest trees mammaliaA and mammaliaB compared using TJl-contest.
We mark the topological differences between these two trees in red. The differences,
in red, are fewer than in Figure A.26, which uses common English instead of Latin
names.
TJl-contest also easily handles node additions and deletions. I am able
to determine exactly where nodes are added or removed by examining
the difference-marked regions.
* Additions to leaves are marked as differences in the second tree.
* Deletions to leaves are marked as differences in the first tree.
* Node differences propagate to the root if subtree leaves did not
match.
* We do not mark the root nodes as different if the leaves are conserved,
as in Figure A.9.
* mammaliaB

shows more leaves not in mammaliaA than the converse.

* Figure A. 10 shows the additions and deletions in two classification
subtrees: genus pteropus and family
* hcil

pitheciidae.

tree leaves show mostly additions and some deletions

* The changes in

hcil

that are not shown are file modifications, which

are attribute based, but would be more interesting since this action
is probably more common than creating new files or deleting old files.
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We mark the topological differences between these four trees in red. There are few
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them using TJl-contest.
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Figure A.9: Contest trees phyloA and phyloB compared using TJl-contest. We
mark the topological differences between these two trees in red, which made my
investigation of this relatively small dataset simple. Notice how none of the leaves
are different, which indicates no leaves are added or deleted from these trees; due
to our comparison process, we do not mark the roots of subtrees when only leaves
move topologically.
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Figure A. 10: Detailed differences of pteropus
and callicebinae
show additions of
from mammaliaA to mammaliaB, while callicebinae
shows deletions in that
direction.

pteropus

* In Figure A.11, I show the additions and deletions in two file system
directories:

counterpoint

and

ivOScontest.

* In Figure A.9, no additions or deletions are present in the leaves of
the

phylo

trees, but the topological structure has changed. I can also

claim that all leaves in these datasets are conserved since the roots
of either tree are not marked, which is a property of the comparison
functions used by TJl-contest.
— Did any nodes or subtrees move? Can movements be characterized?
This section asks the hard question of general structural tree analysis
and classification of those topological changes. Although I was not able
to find and categorize every series of movements for significantly different,
large datasets, I was able to characterize several movements in each set
of dataset trees, especially for the small but complex

phylo

datasets.

* I discovered topological movements by examining marked differences,
computed by TJl-contest when the datasets are initially loaded.
* When a complete, topologically unchanged, subtree moves to a new
parent, I am able to locate the difference at the level of the new and
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Figure A.11: Detailed differences of directories counterpoint
and ivOScontest show
additions through the progression of the file system over time. The trees are hcilA,
h c i l e , h c i l c , and h c i l p , from left to right. In MCMA and h c i l e , the ivOScontest
directory
does not appear since it has yet to be created.
old parents in both trees as marked differences.
* There is no automatic characterization of movements in TJl-contest,
so I had to examine and characterize all movements found manually.
* I found a few subtrees that moved in the

mammalia

* Figure A. 12 shows one complex movement I found:
into two subtrees and is reparented under

cebidae

datasets.

pitheciidae

from

splits

mammalia A

to m a m m a l i a B -

* I determined that no nodes move in the four

hcil

trees, and node

additions and deletions are noticed at the leaf level, although some
structural, file system subdirectory additions are also made above
the leaf level.
* Most leaves move in

phylo

trees, only a few small subtrees remain

topologically similar.
* In Figure A. 13 I show the most topologically similar subtree, marked
in the

phylo

trees, which has seven leaf nodes in an identical topology

but since TJl-contest does not reorder nodes, they appear as they
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Figure A.12: Movements of cebidae and pitheciidae
from mammaliaA to mammaliaBIn mammaliaA, the two nodes are roots for two unique subtrees, but in mammaliaB,
pitheciidae
becomes two separate subtrees rooted under the cebidae subtree.
appear in the dataset file.
• General visualization of tree topology

In this section, we focus on more general visualization solutions to understanding the tree topology. I can solve most tasks with single tree visualizations
and require neither tree comparisons nor specific tree datasets.
— How large is the tree? How many levels deep?
We interpret the size of the tree as the set of numbers that characterize
the tree such as fan-out, tree depth, maximum branching factor, and total
number of nodes. We consider explorations of subtree properties as well
as the entire tree dataset.
* I determined the tree size, which is the total number of nodes in
the dataset, by examining the density of leaf nodes; trees with a
branching factor of at least two have more leaves than total nodes
and each leaf node in TJl-contest is initially assigned equal vertical
screen space.
* I estimated the density of leaves by scrolling through one leaf at a
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Figure A. 13: I marked the largest subtree that remains structurally intact between
phylogenetic trees p h y l o ^ and phyloe- Although the subtrees are not exactly in
order, I used TJl-contest to determine that they are still topologically identical.
time, with up and down arrow keys. For large trees, the time to scroll
through the leaves by holding an arrow key down is also effective.
* The methods I used to determine tree depth in different regions of
the trees were not exact. In TJl-contest, nodes are dimmed relative
to their depth; the root is black and nodes are more dim deeper in
the tree. Regions of dim nodes correspond to many adjacent internal
nodes.
* Deep trees show a color gradient for depth and because of this, deeper
subtrees pop out.
— What is the path of a given node?
This section is also quite straightforward in TJl-contest. Once I found a
node with the Found panel, the path to the root node was followed with
the left arrow key. I marked, or expanded, the path with the standard
marking, or expansion, methods for individual nodes as the path was
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Figure A. 14: The path from the root node anirnalia to the leaf node homo sapiens is
shown in tree a n i m a l i a A - Although the path is shown expanded here, the path may be
seen in the same tree with no expansion to understand the overall, unaltered location
of any node path in a complicated, dense tree. The path is manually expanded by
following the path towards the root with the left arrow key and vertically stretching
each internal node.
followed.
* I found the ascent path starting from any node to the root interactively with the left arrow key.
* In Figure A. 14, I marked and expanded the path from homo sapiens
to anirnalia manually.

- Local relatives: what are the children/siblings/cousins of a node?
This section deals with more complicated structure than the previous
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section. I found the related nodes using the arrow keys to navigate up,
down, and through the breadth of even the densest regions of the tree
datasets.
* I found children by using the right arrow to get the first child and
then the down arrow to scroll through siblings.
* I found the siblings using the up and down arrows to scroll through
each child of the common parent.
* Cousins can be found using the up or down arrows as well. When I
scroll beyond the first or last child, spatial cousins are highlighted;
the actual meaning of cousins is not well defined for this task and spatially adjacent nodes seemed the most natural approach for cousins.
We define cousins as the topologically highest node that is spatially,
vertically adjacent to a specific node.
Which branch has the largest number of nodes? Largest fan-out?
The task of determining the largest number of nodes is also relatively
simple with TJl-contest. When the largest branch is much larger than
all other branches, I can easily determine which branch is largest since
TJl-contest initially assigns each leaf node to an equal vertical space and
allocates the vertical space for internal nodes from the outer-extreme leaf
nodes.
* The number of leaves determines how vertically large internal nodes
are since TJl-contest initially assigns leaf nodes equal vertical screen
space to leaf nodes. Navigation breaks the equality when one subtree
is stretched vertically.
* Marked leaves of subtrees can be visually compared; I can mark
subtrees to make estimates on subtree size relative to the entire tree.
* In Figure A. 15, I highlighted the

users

group to determine how large

the group is relative to the entire logs^ dataset.
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Figure A.15: The subtree users, marked blue in the tree logSA, shows the relative size
of the subtree compared to the overall tree size. Since TJl-contest initially allocates
identical vertical screen space for each leaf node, this method of comparing subtree
fan-out can only be demonstrated on a tree that has not been stretched or shrunk.
* For immediate feedback, I use the bounding box for a subtree, which
is shown while hovering over the subtree root, to rapidly determine
subtree size in a similar manner.
• General visualization of tree attributes that can be aggregated
This section of results focuses on techniques of understanding tree attributes
with general datasets. Since TJl-contest could not solve many attribute related tasks, this section deals mostly with the aggregated analysis of tree
. structure, which means simple analysis of subtrees. Again, these tasks only
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require single tree visualizations and neither tree comparisons nor specific tree
datasets.
— What is the number of nodes in a subtree?
TJl-contest does not fully support this task, but I found an approach
that is sufficient yet not immediately obvious.
* TJl-contest does not display the number of leaf nodes for each subtree so I can only determine relative quantities using the tree visualization.
* I can determine the total number of named nodes in a subtree using
the Found panel with a fully qualified naming structure, but this
solution is not elegant.
— Comparison of branches of the tree: subtrees with most nodes
This task focuses on determining properties of a subtree that I can use
TJl-contest to quickly analyze. I can examine several subtrees concurrently to estimate the relative number of nodes is each subtree, but exact
numbers of nodes are beyond the capabilities of TJl-contest.
* I compare subtrees with the Found panel and fully qualified names.
I use the naming structure from the dataset and the results from the
Found panel to select structure in the dataset visualization.
* I select nodes starting with ///animal/mammal to show the number
of mammals.
* By entering mammal into the Found panel for animaliag, I found
mammal-nest beetles, which are not mammals.
* There are very few non-mammals with mammal in their name; I
deselected the non-mammals in the Found panel to find the root
of the mammal subtree. I could have arrived at the same result by
searching for and selecting the ///animal/mammal tree directly from
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Figure A.16: mammals and bonyfishesmarked in anirnaliaQ, which we can use
to determine the relative sizes for these two subtrees. The mammals subtree is
approximately half the size of the bonyfishessubtree. The dataset has not been
skewed by navigations so each leaf node is assigned equal vertical screen space.
the entire dataset, but that is slower than my method of pruning the
tree.
* I could then grow the ///animal jmammal subtree or mark it for
simultaneous visual comparisons with other interesting subtrees.
* By marking as described, I produce Figure A. 16 with mammals and
bonyfishesmarked in different colours.
General visualization of known items

This section deals with visualization of known items in generic datasets. In
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this context, nodes are considered to be known in the sense that searching for
a particular node with knowledge of the name or path to the node from an
ancestor node is general knowledge.
— Which nodes have a label containing the string giraffe?
This task is straightforward with TJl-contest using the capabilities of
the Found panel.
* I type giraffe into the Found panel and all giraffes are highlighted
with the colour of the Found group.
* I resize the Found panel results for the Found group using the Groups
panel.
* Figure A. 17 shows the result I achieved after searching for giraffe in
animaliae-

— Locate a node knowing its path.
This task requires the navigation control of TJl-contest. I browse the
tree, directed by the hierarchical naming structure, using interaction
boxes created with mouse controls.
* I can either use the Found panel to find a node of interest if I know
the label or browse through the tree structure from the topological
root if I am interested in a node along a known path.
* If the full path is known, browsing the tree with mouse-over highlighting may be faster than searching every leaf node.
* I also reduce searching by starting closer to results using the Found
panel to locate well-known internal nodes.
* The Found panel method is especially helpful with bushy subtrees;
browsing is difficult when viewing the children of a node with a
branching factor larger than the number of vertical pixels on screen.
— Go back to a node you have visited before.
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Figure A.17: Result of giraffe search in a n i m a l i a e , achieved by searching using the
Found panel and growing the results for the Found group in the Groups panel.
This task would have made navigation in TJl-contest much easier, but is
left for future work in a more general approach to all Accordion Drawing
applications.
* There is no explicit undo feature in TJl-contest.
* I could return to a subtree after exploring other parts of the tree by
marking interesting subtrees to either remember where I was or use
the Group panel to grow the marked tree.
• General visualization of labeled items
This section relies on the labeling provided by TJl-contest to give context of
tree topology as well as readily available information for visible nodes with
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enough screen space to display a label.
— Review all the labels in a subtree
This task is not possible in the visualization of dense areas of a dataset,
but TJl-contest can extract labels with the Found panel if this is the
case.
* All labels in a subtree can be extracted through the Found panel.
This technique is not necessary if a subtree is not too dense since
labels that have enough space to draw are shown in the tree visualization.
* TJl-contest limits results in the Found panel to nodes matching the
keyed-in entry. If I wanted to see only nodes in a particular subtree,
such as more nodes than the Found panel displays with direct matching, I could find the subtree with the panel, grow the subtree root
node and then review the labels of the subtree.
* I could examine all labels on the subtree using mouse-over highlighting or by sufficiently decreasing the node density. We can also lower
the font size or individually stretch sections of the subtree to see
more labels.
• General navigational visualization and browsing
This section focuses on the navigation abilities of TJl-contest. Following a
known path in the dataset with TJl-contest is powerful when I want to browse
the topology with no predefined species of interest. We are not limited to
following a naming structure since it would also be useful to follow properties
of a tree, should they exist, that are not related to the displayed labels. An
example of this directed browsing would be manually exploring the computed
differences in a tree.
— Explore the tree by performing a series of up and downs in the tree: you
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are looking for a cute animal. You look into mammals, then primates,
then gorillas, and chimpanzees, but you realize that they are not that
cute. You then go to felines, to tigers and cheetahs...
This task is straightforward in TJl-contest with the mouse browsing and
navigation tools. Mouse-over highlighting, mouse resizable trees and the
keyboard interface are all useful tools depending on the user and the
exploration task.
I performed the following to explore the
1. I grew vertebrates,

animaliaB

dataset:

bigger using mouse-over highlighting to

mammals

find the item, then typed b to make the tree larger, using the Group
panel to first ensure I was making the mouse-over group larger.
2. I found

in

primates

mammals,

then resized it with the interaction

box growing method, finding that
appear in the

great

apes

great

gorilla

and

chimpanzee

subtree when grown using the same method.

3. I used the mouse to highlight primates,
up arrow key until

apes;

then repeatedly pressed the

was highlighted since

carnivores

too dense in the region outside of the grown primates;

mammals

was

dense regions

are easy to step through with the keyboard arrows.
4. I then grew the

carnivores

selection, again with the keyboard, until

it was large enough to see the
5. Using the mouse, I grew the
and

cats
felinae

subtree.
subtree enough to see

cheetah

tiger...

— Following those steps, I produced Figure A. 18.
General management of analysis
This section deals with general techniques that TJl-contest uses for analysis.
Namely, this section only deals with marking nodes of interest since other
analysis methods addressed by this section such as editing, saving settings
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Figure A.18: Result of browsing for cute animals in animaliae- We marked tiger and
cheetah since they were the cutest animals. This figure also shows multiple areas of
focus in TreeJuxtaposer, while still providing context with the squished regions.
and a history of analysis are tasks that we are unable to complete with T J l contest.
— Marking nodes of interest
TJl-contest uses marking for many different functions such as resizing
or a pseudo-history of navigation when I proactively mark regions that
are visited. We consider marking to also include computed differences,
search results and mouse-over highlighting groups.
* We can mark up to four UserGroups to highlight nodes of interest.
* Our granularity of marking is either node or subtree.
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* We can mark multiple nodes or subtrees in each group.
* A node may belong to multiple groups simultaneously.
* The last group selected will be visible over other marks. The groups
may be cycled through, with the graphical interface or using key g,
to select the current marking group and change the priority of marks.
* We mark the best corresponding node on each tree if more than one
tree is loaded and if that node has a correspondence to a user marked
node.
Application specific tasks section with phylogenetic trees
This section deals with the tasks related to

phyloA

and

phylos

datasets, con-

structed by evaluating genomic properties of two proteins.
— Map the similarities between the two tree topologies, which _would indicate co-evolution and possibly where two proteins were not co-evolving
This task is one of the strongest abilities of TJl-contest. Similarities
are instantly visible in these small datasets as the nodes that are not
marked as differences. The largest unmarked subtrees are indications of
co-evolution. The following was noticed:
* The leaves in phyloA were all in

phyloB

and vice versa. See Figure A.9.

* Some leaf nodes have identical names in the same tree.
* My analysis of TJl-contest assumed all leaves have one-to-one relationships using a renaming scheme for identically named nodes.
However, since the best corresponding node criteria is only onto, the
renaming process to disambiguate similarly named nodes, namely
appending a number to the node name but not the node label, might
have affected the computed differences. The best naming scheme
to produce the fewest differences or largest similar subtrees is not
determined.
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Figure A.19: The three most topologically similar subtrees marked in phyloA and
phyloe- The leaf assignment and renaming is automated and the leaf relationships
cannot be edited for a better matching.
* TJl-contest is only able to automatically assign best corresponding
leaves; editing leaf relationships was not possible.
* Different leaf relationships produce different tree comparisons.
* A subtree of 7 leaf nodes matches topologically. See Figure A. 13 for
this subtree marked, in. the

phylo

trees.

* Another subtree of 5 leaf nodes nearly matches with only one internal
node topologically different.
* A third subtree of 8 nodes nearly matches with three internal nodes
topologically different.
* See Figure A. 19 which has the three most topologically similar subtrees marked in phyloA and phylosA p p l i c a t i o n specific tasks section o n classification trees

This section deals with the tasks related to comparisons of
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mammaliaA

and

mammaliaB
animaliaB-

datasets as well as other visualization tasks with

Comparisons are not done with the

animalia

animaliaA

and

datasets since they are

too large to evaluate with TJl-contest.
- To what extent are the differences in the classifications due to differences
in how animals are thought to be related?
— Are there other kinds of differences and can you explain them?
These tasks intend to ask general questions on types of differences found
during explorations of the

mammaliaA

and

mammaliaB

dataset compar-

isons. Although there were many differences found with TJl-contest, I
was able to classify each style of difference that I investigated as one of
the following: an addition where nodes, typically leaf nodes but possibly including their ancestors as well, exist in
mammaliaA;

mammaliaB

but are not in

deletions, which are opposite from additions; and subtree

movements where whole subtrees are re-rooted.
* I determined that the differences are mostly due to: additions to
the tree, deletions from the tree, and slight modifications such as
splitting where a leaf node in animaliaA became a subtree with children in animaliae. See Figure A.10, which shows leaf additions in the
pteropus

subtree and leaf deletions in the

subtree.

callicebus

* I quantify additions and deletions on the leaves by examination of the
rough quantity of marked differences in the leaf level since the leaves
are equally spaced at that level; the amount and location of marked
difference indicate the distribution of added nodes. See Figure A.7,
which shows the relative number of additions for

mammaliaB,

right, as large regions of difference while mammaliaA,

o n

on the

the left, has

had a few leaves deleted.
* I highlighted the
with blue in

rodentia

animaliaA,

subtree, a high-level classification group,
then the
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rodentia

subtree in

animaliaB

in

Figure A.20: rodentia subtree marked in mammaliaA and mammaliaB- The subtree
is first marked in mammaliaA in blue and then marked in mammaliaB in green. The
green marking in mammaliaB overwrites the blue in mammaliaA since the green is
currently at a higher priority for all dataset views. No blue marks exist outside of
the green marked subtree, which indicates that no rodentia from mammaliaA are
misclassified as something other than rodentia in mammaliaBgreen. After these actions, there were no blue nodes visible in the
mammaliaB

green subtree. This allowed me to visually conclude that

no species classified under
anything but

rodentia

in mammaliaA s classified under
w a

in mammaliaB-

rodentia

The green marks did not cover the blue marks in
pletely, which indicated that
fied in the
animaliaB

rodentia

mammaliaA

subtree than

com-

had more species classi-

mammaliaB;

had the same results in

mammaliaA

animaliaA-

marking

rodentia

in

Similar results with

other large subtrees implied that, although not a complete investigation, the

mammalia

trees showed mostly differences in lower level

nodes; see Figure A.20 for the result using TJl-contest.
* Some differences such as the movement of pitheciidae
in

animaliaA

to

cebidae

from

primates

in animaliaB were found through exploration;

the subtree marking capability sped up the exploration process, as
shown in Figure A. 12,
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Figure A.21: a n i m a l i a A displayed in its entirety with common names. This tree has
190,265 total nodes, 154,922 of those nodes are leaves, and has a height of 16.
Can you say in how many different subtrees a particular common name,
such as

dolphin

or

horse,

is used? How closely are these animals related?

These questions are answered quite easily by TJl-contest with the Found
panel. Guaranteed visibility is able to show how closely the animals are
related and multiple focus points allowed me to view all resulting matches
concurrently.
* With

animaliaA,

as in Figure A.21, using fully qualified names: Found

panel returns 53 leaf and non-leaf

dolphins,

• Of the 53 positive search results, only

see Figure A.22.
myzomela

adolphinae

was

probably not named with respect to phylogeny or morphology of
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Figure A.22: Result of dolphin search in a n i m a l i a A with common node names. 53
leaf and non-leaf dolphins were found using the Found panel.
dolphins,

since

dolphin

only occurs as a substring.

• Many of the search result
dolphins

dolphins

were found in the

marine

hierarchy.

* Search for horse:

Found panel returns 47 leaf and non-leaf

horses,

see Figure A.23.
• In addition to mammalian

horses,

horse

appears in many dif-

ferent subtrees across different parts of the classification tree:
arthropods,

insects,

seahorses,

• The animal species with
related at all.
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horse

and

snails.

in their names are not closely
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Figure A.23: Result of horse search in animaliaA with common node names. 47 leaf
and non-leaf horses were found using the Found panel.
• Several Ziorse-named roots of subtrees exist, such as
worms

and

not have

horseshoe crabs,

horse

horsehair

which include only species that do

in their names. These species are all lacking

common names in mammaliaA and

a r e

therefore labeled with the

fallback: Latin names; perhaps their common names do/would
include

horse.

Are common names a good guide to understanding relationships?
This task concludes the statements andfindingsfrom searches for
and

dolphin

horse.

* Common names are not a good guide to understanding relationships.
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Several common names were investigated and results would indicate that common names are used frequently to describe morphological features of yet unclassified and unnamed classes of species or
of species themselves.
Common names lack structure and do not have the same somewhat
hierarchical classification structure as their Latin equivalents. The
Linnaean system of categorizing species, into several layers commonly
referred to as a classification tree, is also used to provide a standard
for further classification.
Common names may have, for example, historical or geographical
influences and therefore are most of the time not helpful in understanding relationships in all cases.
One classification may even look different from an identical classification tree if a naming convention is not adhered to: for example, I
found that

marmota

mammaliaA

while

is

vancouverensis

mammaliaB

Vancouver

island

marmot

labeled the same species as

in

Vancouver

See Figures A.24 and A.25, which are identical, expanded

marmot.

sections of common and Latin versions of the
the class

marmota,

mammalia

trees under

but show the many naming differences in the

common tree versus the Latin tree.
Some common names may be simple and included in other common
names:

horse

occurs in

seahorse;

the Found panel was able to focus

in on sections of species with user defined selections in the search
window.
For species such as

dolphins

that are not expected to occur frequently

across different species, it was interesting to see non-mammals occur:
a mollusk, two bony fishes, a perching bird; they may either have
dolphin-like

morphological properties or
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dolphin

in their name by

Figure A.24: The class marmots subtree expansion in m a m m a l i a A and m a m m a l i a e
with common names. Note how in this tree Vancouver island marmot and Vancouver
marmot, the same species, is marked as different since these names are not unique.
Compare with Figure A. 25 in which this species is called marmota vancouverensis in
both cases and is therefore not marked as a difference. This is a case against using
common names as a classification structure if there is no concensus on a unique
species name.

Figure A.25: The class marmota subtree expansion in m a m m a l i a A and m a m m a l i a e
with Latin names. Note how in these subtrees the species called marmota
vancouverensis is consistent and agreed upon by both datasets. Compare with
Figure A. 24 in which this species does not have an agreed upon common name and
therefore marked as a difference. This is a case for using Latin names as a classification structure since they are more likely to be unique and agreed upon, at least
in all examples I found in these datasets.
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Figure A.26: Contest trees m a m m a l i a A and m a m m a l i a B compared using TJl-contest.
The topological differences between these two trees are marked in red. The differences, in red, are more plentiful than in Figure A.7, which uses Latin instead of
common English names.
some other origin such as adolphinae, which I determined to possibly mean something mountain-related after referring to the common
name found in a web search, from myzomela adolphinae.
* Common names were useful for providing recognizable names but
they dramatically impede comparison. Figures A.26 and A.7 show
the large naming problems as differences between the respective common and Latin versions of the same

mammalia

trees.

— How many species are named after biologists named Townsend in both
the Latin and common name trees?
— Can you look at the pattern of names to deduce where in the world or
on what kinds of animals Townsend might have done research?
This is a more general question of basically determining the usefulness
of Latin trees, or common trees, to deduce certain reasons why a species
has a particular name. In this task, the commonalities used to determine
origin of species names are biologists named Townsend.
* Latin

animaliaA,

Figure A.27: 51 leaf and non-leaf Townsend nodes
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Figure A.27: Result of Townsend search in a n i m a l i a A , with Latin names. 51 leaf
and non-leaf Townsend nodes were found. It is evident that the results are not of a
particular class of animals, but spread out in the anirnalia kingdom.
were found.
* Common

animaliaA,

Figure A.28: 45 leaf and non-leaf

Townsend

nodes
* Some Latin names appear in common trees since nodes with no common name used the Latin name as a label. The only purely common names returned by the search that I recognized as common are:
townsend eualid, townsend snapping

shrimp,

townsend's

chipmunk,

townsend's dwarf gecko, townsend's ground squirrel, townsend's mole,
townsend's pocket gopher

and

larger species, most in the

townsend's

rodents
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vole.

More of these are

subtree, which might be indica-
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Figure A.28: Result of Townsend search in a n i m a l i a A , with common names. 45 leaf
and non-leaf Townsend nodes were found. It is evident that the results are not of a
particular class of animals, but spread out in the animalia kingdom.
tive that most large species are given common names for this dataset,
but that is unconfirmed.

^

* Names returned in the search did not show a clear pattern that could
be used to deduce where in the world biologists named Townsend,
or geographical locations with Townsend in their name, might have
done research. Furthermore, there is no indication that there was
only a single biologist named Townsend.
* Common names give a range of possible geographic locations for
types of chipmunks, shrimp, and bats. It is not possible that all
Townsend animals were cohabitants of the same geographic location.
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* The search returned quite a range in the classification tree and, therefore, the search highlights were distributed throughout the tree.
and

Spirulida

spirurida

are two nodes in two different subtrees. If a user

types in the wrong one, what kind of feedback is used to alert the user
quickly?
Although the TJl-contest application does not provide feedback for user
errors, such as the search results not returning an expected node for
typographic errors, I was able to quickly fix Found panel typing errors
since the incremental search reacted with each character as I entered
the string. The visual feedback of the tree was also interesting since an
experienced user who knows where results should appear in a dataset may
be surprised to find data in other regions, prompting further investigation.
TJl-contest has an easy to use interface which does not restrict input
and promotes investigations with large datasets since it is scalable with
no noticeable decrease in performance.
For example, I performed the following steps:
1. I loaded the Latin tree

animaliaA-

2. I intended to search for

spirurida

of

nemata

and I knew that

spirurida

is a type

from my investigations as a novice roundworm researcher.

I was interested in seeing the hierarchy around
3. Incorrectly, I entered

spirulida

spirurida.

in the Found box.

4. I grew the results from the Found panel and noticed that the wrong
section grew and no species of

nemata

appeared, as in Figure A.29.

5. I read what was typed into the search box, realized the mistake, and
corrected it
* The unexpected results for found nodes did not grow the expected
subtree. This might be the first indication that something was wrong
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Figure A.29: After making a typographic error, the spirulida
subtree expansion in
a n i m a l i a A , with Latin names. Since the result was not a nemata
classified species,
this was sufficient feedback for me, a novice roundworm researcher, to conclude that
I either made an input error or spirurida
was not in the dataset.
if the search results were not looked at carefully; for such a minor
difference, this might happen frequently.
* TJl-contest did not store the rank as an attribute so determining if
both names had the same rank was not possible and probably would
not have helped with this task. Rank in the general case would be
hard to address.
* The found node was not in the expected topology of the entire classification tree, which was an indication of user error or at least a
warning to examine either the search results or the dataset contents.
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• A p p l i c a t i o n specific tasks section on file system trees

This section deals with the tasks related to comparisons of two full
logse datasets as well as other comparison tasks with all four
hcilc and hcilo datasets in the

hcil

logSA

hcilA,

and
ncile,

subtree of the logs datasets. Four-way

comparisons are not done with the logs datasets since they were too large to
evaluate with TJl-contest.
— Where are the big directories?
— Can you see different patterns in those files?
These tasks are general visualization questions that TJl-contest is well
able to display. I had immediate feedback for locating the largest directories and was shown a general pattern of personal, project and coursebased web pages.
First, I loaded the dataset for tree

logSA-

The root of the file system is

called / / / since all of the examples required fully qualified names: / is
the name of the root directory and / is arbitrarily used as a separator.
* Big directories were immediately visible from the layout since the vertical space consumed by directories indicated how many total leaves
are in the subdirectory structure.
* I found in logSA, shown in Figure A.30, that

users

and

class

were the

biggest directories linked to the root of the tree.
* Finding the biggest directory in any subtree was done in this way,
as long as no ancestor nodes of the subtree were previously grown
or shrunk in navigations. If necessary, all marked nodes can be expanded at the same time to preserve marked ratios.
* The leaves/files are right-aligned that means the leaves for interior
nodes, which are the high-level directories containing subdirectories,
are interspersed between the non-leaf children of the node. This made
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Figure A.30: The logSA file system tree: users and class were the biggest directories
linked to the root of the tree. The users directory is not labeled in this figure, but
it is the node that is surrounded above and below by whitespace, indicating that
it is large. The directory usershollings
is the third largest. This method of finding
large subtrees works only if there are a few large subtrees and no navigations were
made.
accurate estimations of the number of immediate files in higher level
directories impossible.
* I found personal pages in two locations: in the
such as

///users/hollings

users

subdirectory

and each user also had a personal subdi-

rectory directly attached to the root such as

///usershollings.

These

directories might be symbolically linked to each other.
* The contents of the two personal directories were different. For ex-
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Figure A.31: The large differences in the number of files in each directory are shown,
with ///users/
building
and ///usersbuilding
marked in green,
///users/shankar
and / / / u s e r s s h a n k a r marked in blue. Each directory is grown at a rate proportional
to the leaves so the marked regions are still comparable to each other.
ample:

///usersshankar

///users/building

had more leaves than

had more leaves than

///users/shankar

///usersbuilding;

but

not much

can be said about why the directory structure was set up this way
without referring to attributes. Figure A.31 shows the large differences in the number of files in each directory,
green,

shankar

building

marked in

marked in blue. Each directory is grown at a rate

proportional to the leaves so the marked regions are still comparable
to each other.
* The personal pages comprised of more than half of the total number
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of leaf nodes in the system.
* Of the 76547 nodes, personal pages made up 42877 nodes: 20480
of which were in the
22397 in the

type personal pages and

///users/(username)

type personal pages.

///users(username)

* The size totals for the user directories are displayed by the Found
panel but there were too many to display on the visualization to be
useful.
* Class pages were found in the
1997-2003 into fall,

spring

of which contained

cmsc

subtree which broke the years

class

and summer

terms, such as Jall2002,

course pages. Figure A.32 shows the

each
class

directory expanded to show the contents.
* There were many fewer research pages, under

///projects,

were personal or class pages. Figure A.33 shows project

than there

expanded to

show the contents.
* The largest directory in

///projects

was

hcil.

This subtree will be

examined later in the four-way comparisons.
Are the newer directories bigger than the older projects?
When was the page giving directions to the department last updated?
Although I did not use the attributes provided, the datasets were known
to be weekly snapshots of a web-site, so I determined age characteristics
using TJl-contest comparisons to locate changes made to the file system.
The datasets were too large to do four-way comparisons with the entire
set, so these tasks were attempted with
I loaded trees

logSA

and

logsg

logs A

and

logse-

to investigate differences in the

projects

directory as well as the other main directories with differences:
* TJl-contest was not able to determine the age of a directory unless
the directory had been added between the times which data was
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Figure A.32: class subtree expanded in logSA to show details. This subtree contains
a directory for each school term and the term directories contain course directories
for each class.
collected. This is a restriction from the lack of attribute handling in
TJl-contest.
* The size, in total number of files, of the
a bit smaller than the
many files as the entire
///users/hollings
///projects

users

projects

directory; user

projects

subtree was quite

hollings

had about as

directory. Using the Found panel,

had 7194 nodes, both leaves and internal, and
had 8447 nodes.

* Finding the page giving directions to the department could not be
done with TJl-contest since this would have required an attribute
describing the file contents. If the name of the file was provided,
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Figure A.33: project subtree expanded in
contains a directory for each project.
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logSA

'-fig4.eps

to show the details. This subtree

TJl-contest would have been quite able to find the file.
* Personal pages showed the most diverse and sporadic differences.
There appeared to be many people who added, deleted, or moved files
in their personal directories, as shown in Figure A.34, an expanded
view of the

users

directory.

* Class pages showed small amounts of difference, which was expected
since these file system snapshots were made in summer months when
most classes are not in session. Also, since classes are sorted into
school terms in this file system, there are many dormant classes that
are not modified several years after they have been completed. There-
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Figure A.34: users subtree expanded in comparison of logSA and logSB- There appear
to be many people who added, deleted, or moved files in their personal directories
in this one week time period. Differences are also seen in the context, indicating
that other file system changes were also made in this time.
fore, the only differences in the class pages were between leaves in
fall2002 and spring2003 subdirectories
* Closer examination of the fall2002 differences showed that some files
were deleted in the projects directory of cmsc434-0101, as shown by
Figure A. 35.
* Examination of the changes in spring2003 showed that cmsc838p had
changed. Those changes were: one delete, design/openimpl.pdf, and
several additions in multiple subdirectories, shown in Figure A.36.
* spring2003 had several additional subdirectories, possibly reflecting
these courses beginning. Shown in Figure A.37, these courses included: cmscl02, cmscl06, cmsc412-201,

cmsc417,

cmsc433 and

cmsclSS. The cmsc434 directory had been further populated as
well.
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Figure A.35: Differences in cmsc434-0101 between logs A and logse show that some
files were deleted in the projects directory. Judging by the names of these files, it
seems like these are several project options that a professor might give his students
but without context, I can not say for certain that this is the case.
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Figure A.36: Differences in cmsc838p between logSA and logSB- The only deletion
was design/openimpl.pdf, not labeled but shown as the red marked expanded leaf
on logSA, and there were several additions; differences are shown as red, as usual.
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Figure A.37: Differences show new courses added between logSA and logsg.
spring2003 had several additional subdirectories, possibly reflecting these courses
beginning: cmscl02, cmscl06, cmsc412-201, cmscJ^llcmsc433
and cmsc733.
Also, the cmsc434 directory had been further populated.
* There were very few changes in the projects pages in this time period. The only leaf modifications were in the jazz-chat directory,
where some files had been added that look like log files, shown in
Figure A.38. These changes rippled up the tree to the root; the ripples did not reflect the entire structure changing but were useful in
locating the path from the root to the differences.
- Additionally, examination of the

hcil

subtree was done with all four logs

loaded: a four-way tree comparison. In this comparison, each node is
assigned a best corresponding node with a node on every tree.
This task was not a part of the contest tasks, but was interesting enough
to mention since it shows that TJl-contest is not limited to pairwise
comparison tasks.
I loaded trees

HCMA, h c i l g , h c i l c

and
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Figure A.38: Differences in jazz-chat directory between logs^ and logse- These
changes rippled up the tree to the root; the ripples did not reflect the entire structure
changing but were useful in locating the path from the root to the differences.
* In Figure A. 39, growing the

counterpoint

the directory changes only between
* The

ivOScontest

between

hcilg

hcilc

directory, it was clear that
and

hcilo•

directory shown expanded in Figure A.40 was added

and h c i l c ; between

hcilc

and h c i l o , the directory was

further populated with contest information and all of the contest
datasets, except

A.4.2

hcilo,

of course.

* In Figure A.41,

spacetree

tions between

and

hcilg

and timesearcher also showed some addi-

hcilc-

Tasks not suited for TJl-contest

In this section of the results, I present the details of contest tasks that I did not solve
with TJl-contest. Most of these tasks were not possible since TJl-contest did not
handle attributes. Notice how this section is quite a bit smaller than the previous
section; no tasks are hidden, TJl-contest was able to solve most problems in the
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Figure A.39: Differences in counterpoint among trees hcil A, hcilg, hcilc and hcilp- It
was clear that the directory changes only between hcilc and hcilo-

Figure A.40: Differences in ivOScontest among trees hcil A, hcils, hcilc d hcilp- The
directory was added between hcilB and hcilc- Between hcilc and hcilp, the directory
was further populated with contest information and all of the contest datasets,
except hcilpa n
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Figure A.41: Differences in spacetree and timesearcher
among all hcil trees,
and timesearcher
show some additions between hcilB and hcilc-

spacetree

contest using our information visualization approaches.
• C o m p a r i s o n of trees for attribute value changes

This section deals with visualization of attributes of datasets. TJl-contest was
. not able to use the attributes except for the name of each node, so this section
was mentioned but dismissed as a weakness for our application.
— Global impression: did attributes change a lot or not?
— What nodes or subtrees changed the most?
— Did the value of attribute XVZ for this node increase or decrease? In
absolute terms, or relatively to other siblings or other nodes
* TJl-contest was not able to handle attributes for the contest. Additional work on parsing and handling extra attributes is interesting
and may be part of future work for TreeJuxtaposer beyond TJ2.
• General visualization of tree topology

This section relies on the visualization of datasets to determine certain properties of trees. There are several features that TJ2 does not support, since
they are outside our domain of interest in visualization, but the features are
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also possible additions to tools outside the scope of TJ2 that would use a
TreeJuxtaposer API to communicate with the visualization components.
— What is the deepest branch? Does depth between subtrees vary?
The deepest branch task is quite simple: it is a single number that T J l contest calculates but does not display. Since we are only interested in
visualization and navigation of tree datasets, I focus on that aspect of
analysis.
* Since the tree was right aligned, the deepest path and depth between subtrees was not possible to determine visually. Determining
the depth difference between subtrees is possible using the dimming
values of trees—the deeper the branch the dimmer the node—but
this is not an accurate metric since there may be many gradients of
dimmed nodes. Determining the difference between two dimmed values is impossible, but large scale estimations are handy, so dimming
does tell me where regions of deep nodes are in the dataset.
— Filtering by level: show only top n levels or remove bottom n levels
This task is also unsupported by TJl-contest and although filtering is a
part of many visualization packages, we did not implement filtering. This
task would be simple to implement with sliders to control the depth of
filtering, but that complication is better left to future work.
* No such filtering is available in TJl-contest, but it may become part
of TreeJuxtaposer in the future.
General visualization of tree attributes that can be aggregated
This section of results is focused on techniques of understanding tree attributes
with general datasets. Since TJl-contest could not answer many attribute
related questions, this section was also mostly dismissed as possible future
work. These questions could be solved with single tree visualizations and
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require neither tree comparisons nor specific tree datasets, but were simply
not of high enough importance in our visualization research at the time.
— Find high values of a numerical attribute
— Find a given value of a numerical attribute
— Find nodes with a certain categorical attribute value
— Find values of a categorical attribute that occurs more often
— Find nodes with certain values of two or more attributes
These tasks are mostly quantitative and could be done with more sliders,
similar to the filtering approaches in the previous task. Again, this would
add complications and is better left to future work to keep TJl-contest
simple.
* TJl-contest was unable to assess attributes of nodes, in this way.
Additional search features could be added to assist in performing
these tasks but they are not a priority to implement for our current
interests.
• G e n e r a l management of analysis

This section deals with general techniques that TJl-contest uses for analysis. This section focuses on editing the dataset, saving views and supporting
history functions. All of-these techniques are considered to be future work
beyond TJ2.
— Removing special anomalies
— Saving visualization settings for future reference
— Keeping the history of analyses: reviewing, replaying with different parameters
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These tasks are quite powerful yet they are not implemented in T J l contest due to the code complexity and time constraints. These tasks are
mentioned in the future work section, Section 6.1.
* TJl-contest could not modify the tree, and did not support saving
or history. T J l introduced mostly an information visualization technique, accordion drawing, that relied on static structures and editing
the structure would be difficult with the layout mechanisms in that
system. I consider TJ2 to be slightly more adaptable for these tasks
but more work is required.
Application specific tasks section with phylogenetic trees
This section deals with the tasks related to

phyloA

and

phyloe

datasets, con-.

structed by evaluating genomic properties of two proteins.
— Low level tasks: interacting with the tree matching process to solve inconsistencies that can arise, displaying the trees, showing the relationships
and differences from a computed or interactively constructed mapping,
and providing ways to permute links and nodes to verify hypotheses interactively
This task is highly related to the lack of editing functionality in T J l contest. Modifying the dataset is not possible in TJl-contest and these
interactive editing tasks are also considered future work.
* The difference marking was provided by the automatic best corresponding node algorithm and relies on the input dataset. The best
corresponding node relationships are only calculated when a tree is
loaded for the first time, which is another benefit to using only static
datasets.
* Navigating through with mouse-over highlighting and marking subtrees with user marking groups allows me to recognize further simi168

larities in the tree, but no modifications of the input technology are
possible to correct the automated matching process.
Application specific tasks section on classification trees

This section deals with the tasks related to comparisons of

mammaliaA

mammaliaB

datasets as well as other visualization tasks with

animaliaB-

Comparisons are not done with the

animalia

animaliaA

and
and

datasets since they

were too large to evaluate with TJl-contest.
— For the top five subtrees with the most nodes are they likely to have a
parent of a particular rank? Or does this happen in many ranks? Can
you comment on how useful rank is?
This question is rank specific but TJl-contest only quantifies rank
with dimming. This task is not easy to answer without filtering
as well, since a subset of the data is required. Besides, the task is
not well thought out: if a subtree has a large number of nodes, the
parent node will contain more nodes, so the top five subtrees, where
one large subtree does not contain any other large subtree, when
considering node quantity are all rooted at the root of the dataset.
Hence, the answer is that all five of the largest subtrees are rooted
at animalia.

* I am unable to comment on rank since rank is an attribute that the
TJl-contest system does not handle.
Application specific tasks section on file system trees

This section deals with investigating the attributes of individual file system
trees. Attributes that are considered in this section relate to the usage of the
file system, as web page hit counts, which would be interesting to visualize
in a tree structure over a period of several weeks, but TJl-contest does not
handle attributes.
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— Which are the popular web pages?
— Are there some labs more popular than others?
— Which areas are getting more popular? less popular?
— Are new pages more popular that old pages?
— Which old page are popular?
— What proportion of the pages are never used? seldom used?
The file system specific tasks that I could not answer with TJl-contest
are attribute based. Again, since TJl-contest does not handle node attributes, other than a name, these tasks are not possible with our application.
* I can not comment on file usage since attributes, which include file
usage, are not handled in TJl-contest.

A.5

Contest conclusions

Although TJl-contest was not able to perform all tasks suggested by the contest
organizers, I was able to show that the application performed well on tasks that it
was designed to solve. TJl-contest was judged to be the best entry overall at InfoVis
2003 and the entry itself was an excellent motivation to produce many forms of
publicity such as: a descriptive video, a web-page, an introductory paper, a poster
and a presentation. This contest motivated many interesting additions to T J l , such
as incremental search and a more advanced user interface, which made TJl-contest
a much more powerful tool. Some of the tasks that we did not solve directly were
solvable with workarounds such as marking groups to return to later instead of undo
functionality. The large contest datasets were too large to load completely and still
be interactive for comparisons, but modifications since then have produced much
more scalable versions of TreeJuxtaposer, such as TJ2, presented in Chapter 3.
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